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Sommario

Oggi, l’interazione fisica tra robot ed esseri umani rappresenta una sfida partico-

larmente interessante per i ricercatori che lavorano nel campo della robotica. L’ul-

tima tendenza nella robotica avanzata è quella di sviluppare una nuova generazione

di robot, come umanoidi, robot volanti, per l’assistenza e robot medici con un alto

livello di autonomia, che siano in grado di cooperare e di interagire tra di loro, così

come con gli esseri umani secondo il concetto della physicalHuman-Robot Interac-

tion. Attività autonome o cooperanti richiedono che i robotdebbano operare senza

produrre danni a se stessi, agli esseri umani e ad altri oggetti circostanti, interagendo

con l’ambiente in modo sicuro. L’adozione di un sistema sensoriale diventa fonda-

mentale ed il senso del tatto è particolarmente importante in quanto molte operazioni

richiedono che il robot riconosca le collisioni involontarie, ma anche che entri inten-

zionalmente a contatto con oggetti o persone. L’interazione fisica sicura tra uomo e

robot richiede la conoscenza delle forze di interazione e dei punti di contatto, al fi-

ne di svolgere compiti di cooperazione e co-manipolazione elimitare i danni causati

da urti accidentali. Questa informazione fondamentale puòessere ottenuta attraver-

so misure dirette o mediante tecniche di stima che fanno uso di metodi alternativi a

seconda della tecnologia disponibile.

Questa tesi presenta un sensore di forza/tatto distribuito descrivendo nel dettaglio

la sua progettazione e realizzazione, e verificando sperimentalmente le sue capacità

in diverse applicazioni. Il sensore è composto da moduli sensibili indipendenti, in

grado di stimare la componente normale e le componenti tangenziali della forza di

contatto. Ciascun modulo sensibile è costituito da quattrocoppie di LED e di foto-

transitor ad infrarossi, coperte da uno strato di silicone che trasduce la forza esterna

in una deformazione meccanica. Il vettore di forza applicato sulla superficie defor-

mabile è stimato come un’opportuna combinazione dei quattro segnali di tensione

misurati dai quattro fototransistor. In questo lavoro è stato realizzato, caratterizzato

e testato un prototipo completo formato da una matrice 6× 6 di moduli sensibili. Il

prototipo è in grado di discriminare più aree di contatto e distimare le forze risultan-

ti per ciascuna di esse. Il sensore, dapprima sviluppato in tecnologia rigida, è stato

riprogettato e prodotto in tecnologia flessibile per garantire la conformabilità mec-

canica e l’adattabilità alle superfici curve, come ad esempio quelle dei manipolatori

robotici. Vengono, inoltre, fornite delle linee guida per l’installazione del sensore

su un sistema robotico generico. Il sensore è stato installato con successo su alcuni



manipolatori ridondanti sviluppati da aziende diverse, adesempio KUKA e YASKA-

WA, e, attraverso la definizione di architetture HW/SW e lo sviluppo di software

driver adeguati, esso è stato utilizzato in applicazioni diinterazione fisica tra uomo e

robot, in cui le forze di contatto possono verificarsi su areedistribuite. Inoltre, sono

stati progettati ed implementati tre algoritmi che permettono di utilizzare il sensore

come interfaccia Uomo-Macchina e, quindi, di impartire deicomandi alla piattafor-

ma robotica tramite dei gesti tattili tracciati sulla superficie del sensore. Adottando

la formulazione classica del controllo di ammettenza, il sensore è stato utilizzato per

task di manual guidance, intuitive programming, collisiondetection e reaction. Co-

me mostrano i risultati sperimentali, le tecniche basate sull’adozione di un sensore

distribuito dedicato alla misura delle forze di contatto tendono ad essere preferibili ai

metodi alternativi basati sull’uso di modelli dinamici deirobot e sull’uso di misure

di coppia ai giunti.



Abstract

Today, physical interaction between robots and humans represents an interest-

ing challenge for robotic researchers. The latest trend in advanced robotics is to

develop a new generation of robots such as humanoids, flying robots, assistant and

medical robots with a high level of autonomy, which are able to cooperate and in-

teract each other as well as with humans according to the physical Human-Robot

Interaction concept. Autonomous or cooperative tasks require that the robots should

operate without damage themselves, humans and other surrounding objects, interact-

ing safely with the environment. Sensing becomes fundamental, and tactile sensing

is particularly important since many tasks require the robot to recognise unintentional

collisions or to have intentional physical contact with objects or humans. Safe and ef-

ficient human-robot physical interaction requires the knowledge of interaction forces

and contact locations in order to perform cooperation and co-manipulation tasks and

to limit damage from accidental impacts. This crucial information can be obtained

through direct measurements or by estimation techniques, by using different methods

depending on the available technology.

This thesis presents a distributed force/tactile sensor by describing its design and

development, and by verifying experimentally its capabilities in various applications.

The sensor is constituted by independent sensing modules, able to estimate both nor-

mal and shear contact force components. Each sensing moduleconsists of four cou-

ples, constituted by an infrared Light Emitting Diodes and aPhoto-Detectors, covered

by a silicone layer that transduces the external force in a mechanical deformation.

The applied force vector is estimated as a suitable combination of the four voltage

signals measured by the four receivers. A complete prototype, with a 6× 6 matrix of

sensing modules, has been realized, characterized and tested. The prototype is able to

discriminate multiple contact areas and to estimate the force resultants for each con-

tact area. The sensor, firstly developed in rigid PCB technology, has been re-designed

and manufactured in flex PCB technology in order to guaranteemechanical compliant

and conformability to curved surfaces, such as robot arms. Guidelines for the instal-

lation of the sensor on a generic robotic system are provided. The sensor has been

successfully installed on few redundant manipulators of different brands, KUKA and

YASKAWA, and, through the definition of proper system architectures and sensor

drivers, it has been exploited in applications of safe physical Human-Robot Interac-

tion, where contact forces over large distributed areas canoccur. Moreover, three



algorithms that allow the use of the sensor as Human-MachineInterface and, then,

the recognition of the touch gestures traced on the sensor surface have been designed

and implemented. By adopting the classic formulation of theadmittance control, the

sensor has been used in manual guidance, intuitive programming, collision avoidance

and reaction tasks. As shown with the experimental results,the use of a dedicated

distributed sensor for measuring the contact force vectorsis aimed at overcoming

current methods based on the use of robot dynamic models and joint torque measure-

ments.
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CHAPTER1
Human-Robot Interaction

In the last two decades, new industrial and humanoid robots are designed following

the physical Human-Robot Interaction (pHRI) concept, to allow the robot to share the

same workspace and cooperate with humans in applications such as assisted indus-

trial manipulation, collaborative assembly, domestic work, entertainment, rehabili-

tation or medical applications. Sensors, able to detect external contacts, that occur

between the robots and the humans and/or the environment, are developed and used

to provide the robots with cognitive abilities and to develop new communication tech-

niques used in different fields, e.g. for the knowledge transfer from human to robot,

for the realization of human-friendly interfaces for robotprogramming and control,

for human guidance in the completion of the robot task, for the detection of the hu-

man presence to avoid unintended collisions (safe operation around humans) [1]. In

particular, safety issues become of primary concern when robots and humans share

the same environment. The robot should have the ability to avoid unintended colli-

sions by anticipating dangerous situations, and it should react promptly recovering a

safe working condition.

1.1 The SAPHARI project

Recent progress in pHRI research showed in principle that human and robots can

actively and safely share a common workspace. The fundamental breakthrough that

enabled these results was the human-centered design of robot mechanics and control.

This made it possible to limit potential injuries due to unintentional contacts. Previ-

ous projects, in particular the PHRIENDS project in which a part of the consortium

has been involved, provided remarkable results in these directions, constituting the

background foundation for this proposal. Inspired by theseresults, SAPHARI1 (Safe

1Please, refer to the project website for more details: http://www.saphari.eu.

1



Figure 1.1: SAPHARI project logo.

and Autonomous Physical Human-Aware Robot Interaction) performed a fundamen-

tal paradigm shift in robot development in the sense that thehuman is placed at the

centre of the entire design. The project took a big step further along the human-

centered roadmap by addressing all essential aspects of safe, intuitive physical in-

teraction between humans and complex, human-like robotic systems in a strongly

interconnected manner. While encompassing safety issues based on biomechani-

cal analysis, human-friendly hardware design, and interaction control strategies, the

project developed and validated key perceptive and cognitive components that enable

robots to track, understand and predict human motions in a weakly structured dy-

namic environment in real-time. Robots have been equipped with the capabilities to

react to human actions or even take the initiative to interact in a situation-dependent

manner relying on sensor based decisions and background knowledge.

Apart from developing the necessary capabilities for interactive autonomy, the

human safety has been tightly incorporate also at the cognitive level. This enabled

the robots to react or physically interact with humans in a safe and autonomous way.

Keeping in mind the paradigm to “design for safety and control for performance”,

research developments have been pursued in several areas, starting with the funda-

mental injury mechanisms of humans cooperating with robots. The analysis have

been first carried out for stiff robots and then extended to variable stiffness actuation

systems in terms of safety, energy, and load sustainability. Biomechanical knowledge

and biologically motivated variable compliance actuatorshave been used to design bi-

manual manipulation systems that have design characteristics and performance prop-

erties close to humans. Real-time task and motion planning of such complex systems

required new concepts including tight coupling of control and planning that lead to

new reactive action generation behaviours. Safe operationhas been enforced in mo-

bile manipulation scenarios with large workspaces by smartfusion of proprioceptive

and exteroceptive sensory information, sensor-based taskplanning, human gestures

and motion recognition and learning, and task-oriented programming, including con-

figuration and programming of safety measures. Finally, self explaining interaction
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and communication frameworks have been developed to enhance the system usability

and make the multimodal communication between human and robot seamless.

The project involved important partners engaged in the European robotics re-

search, such as Università di Roma La Sapienza (UNIROMA1), Airbus Group (AIR-

BUS), Institute of Robotics and Mechatronics (DLR), Fondazione Istituto Italiano

di Tecnologia (IIT), Fraunhofer-Institute of Optronics, System Technologies and Im-

age Exploitation (IOSB), KUKA Laboratories GmbH (KUKA), Centre National de

la Recherche Scientifique (LAAS-CNRS), Technische Universität München (TUM),

Università di Napoli Federico II (UNINA), Università di Pisa (UNIPI), Universität

Bremen (UNIHB).

1.2 Toward Human-Robot coexistence

Safety in terms of industrial robots usually consists of isolating the manipulator

workspace from the one of humans by a safety guard with lockedsafety doors or

light barriers [2]. Once the safety door is opened or the light barrier is crossed, the

robot immediately stops its task. An increasing interest has recently been observed in

domestic and industrial service robots, characterized by desirable, and under certain

circumstances even unavoidable physical interaction [3].Therefore, a resulting es-

sential requirement is to guarantee safety for human users in regular operation mode

as well as in possible fault modes of the robotic system. The latest trend in ad-

vanced robotics is to develop a new generation of robots suchas humanoids, flying

robots, assistant and medical robots with a high level of autonomy, that are able to

cooperate and interact each other as well as with humans. Autonomous or coop-

erative tasks require that the robots should operate without producing damages to

themselves, to humans and to other surrounding objects, interacting safely with the

environment. Sensing becomes fundamental, and tactile sensing is particularly im-

portant since many tasks require the robot to recognize unintentional collisions or to

make intentional physical contact with objects or humans.

For humans the skin is a remarkable organ and the sense of touch is fundamental

for manipulation tasks execution. It consists of an integrated, stretchable network of

sensors that provide information about tactile and thermalstimuli to the brain, allow-

ing us to operate within our environment safely and effectively. The development

of electronic networks comprised of flexible, stretchable,and robust devices that are

compatible with large area implementation and integrated with multiple functional-

ities is a testament to the progress in developing an electronic skin. The effort to
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create an artificial skin with human-like capabilities is motivated by the possibility of

such large, multi-sensory surfaces being highly applicable for autonomous artificial

intelligence (e.g., robots), medical diagnostics, and replacement prosthetic devices

capable of providing the same, if not better, level of sensory perception than the

human skin. Enhancing robots capabilities with the tactilesense could extends their

range of applications to include highly interactive tasks,such as caring for the elderly.

An artificial skin with such sensory capabilities is often referred to in the literature as

sensitive skin, smart skin, or electronic skin [4].

The idea of the artificial skin has been used for the first time several years ago in

science fiction and movies, e.g,Six Million Dollar Man series,Star Warsseries and

Terminatormovie series. In the 1980s, HP (Hewlett-Packard) marketed apersonal

computer that was equipped with a touchscreen, allowing users to activate functions

by simply touching the display. It was the first mass-marketed electronic device

capitalizing on the intuitive nature of human touch. In 1985, GE (General Electric)

built the first sensitive skin for a robotic arm using discrete infrared sensors placed

on a flexible sheet at a resolution of≈ 5 cm [5]. The latter was proximally aware of

its surroundings, allowing the robot arm to detect potential obstacles and effectively

moves within its physical environment. In the 1990s, scientists began using flexible

materials to create large-area, low-cost and printable sensor patches. Jiang et al.

proposed one of the first flexible tactile sensor for shear forces by creating silicon (Si)

micro-electromechanical (MEM) islands by etching thin Si wafers and integrating

them on flexible polyimide foils [6]. At the same time, flexible arrays fabricated from

organic semiconductors began to emerge [7], having a look atinnovative solutions for

enhancing the reliability of large sensor to mechanical bending [8].

Significant progress in the development of artificial skin has been achieved in

recent years, in which particular emphasis has been placed on mimicking the me-

chanically compliant property of human skin. Suo et al. havedeveloped stretchable

electrodes [9, 10, 11], and Rogers et al. have transformed a typically brittle material,

Si, into flexible electronics by using ultrathin (100 nm) films connected by stretchable

interconnections [12, 13]. Someya et al. have fabricated flexible pentacene-based

organic field-effect transistors (OFETs) for large area integrated pressure-sensitive

sheets with active matrix readout [14, 15, 16], while Bauer et al. have investigated

novel pressure sensing methods using foam dielectrics [17]and ferroelectrets [18]

integrated with FETs. Other groups have developed stretchable optoelectronics, in-

cluding light-emitting diodes (LEDs) [19] and organic photovoltaics (OPVs) [20] for

integration with artificial skin. In [4] a significant pictures representing a timeline
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of the major milestones towards the development of artificial skin is reported (see

Fig. 1.2). From the previous analysis on the artificial skin evolution it is easy to

understand that stretchability and flexibility are two important characteristics to con-

sider in a sensor design. However, while arrays of flexible electronics have been

developed by using very thin plastic substrates, stretchable devices have been more

difficult to achieve, and new processes and materials are often required.

A further description and a more deep analysis of the solutions presented in liter-

ature can be found in Sec. 1.4.

1.2.1 The tactile sensors in robotics

Robotic technologies have found enormous advantages in improving efficiency and

reducing the cost of repetitive, well-defined manufacturing tasks. Recently, there are

a great interest in designing robots that can work in less-structured environments by

collecting information about their surroundings to make appropriate responses [21].

Such capabilities would allow them to work in close quarterswith humans and com-

plete more complicated and dynamic tasks (e.g., providing basic services to elderly

people or undertaking dangerous rescue missions) [22]. However, highly functional

tactile sensing will be required to improve the safety and effectiveness of current

robotic technology [23]. In addition to robotic applications tactile sensing arrays

could transform the medical field. Tactile sensors integrated into prosthetics could

allow amputees to regain considerable functionality, and touch sensitive sensor skins

could be useful in augmenting surgical gloves [24] or for measuring the health of pa-

tients [25]. Many essential aspects of life are mediated by the multifunctional tactile

sensing capabilities of skin, including:

• normal force sensing for grasp control, object manipulation, and orientation

determination

• tensile strain monitoring for proprioception (essential for simple movements

such as standing or walking)

• shear force sensing for grasp control and friction determination

• vibration detection for slip detection and texture determination

The characteristics outlined above should be considered asthe minimum require-

ments for an artificial skin. In the 1990’s, one of the first survey of robotics de-

velopers outlined desired parameters for tactile skins [22]. In most cases, these re-

quirements agree well with the capabilities of human skin, and both are summarized
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Figure 1.2: The picture has been published by Mallory et al. and it reports a brief
chronology of the evolution of the artificial skin.
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Table 1.1: Summary of the properties of human skin and corresponding requirements
for artificial skin.

Parameter Human skin Requirement for artificial skin

Spatial resolution 1 mm 1− 2 mm
Temporal resolution 20− 40 ms 1− 10 ms
Working range > 10 kPa 1− 1000 g
Hysteresis High Low

in Table 1.1. However, artificial skin with enhanced capabilities, such as improved

sensitivity, higher sensing elements density and faster response times, could endow

robots and prosthetics with capabilities that surpass those of our own skin. Tactile

sensing has attracted significant interest, and development in the area has been rapid.

In order to measure the magnitude of a tactile stimulus, it must be converted into

an electrical signal. Methods for accomplishing this conversion are described below.

Piezoresistivity. Piezoresistive sensors transduce a change in the resistance of a de-

vice into a measurement of strain and have been investigatedextensively because of

their simple structure and readout mechanism. The change inresistance can be de-

rived from several factors, including changes in: the geometry of the sensing element,

the resistivity of a semiconductor, the contact resistancebetween two materials and

the resistivity of a composite.

Capacitance. Capacitive sensors for tactile sensing have demonstratedhigh strain

sensitivity, compatibility with static force measurement, and low power consumption.

However, since the capacitance is proportional to the contact surface, reducing the

taxel size of these devices for miniaturization reduces thecapacitance and the signal-

to-noise ratio. Furthermore, capacitive sensors are susceptible to interference from

external sources.

Piezoelectricity. Piezoelectricity refers to the ability of a material to generate a volt-

age in response to an applied force. The force causes a changein the length and

separation between dipoles in the material, leading to the build-up of compensating

charges on the electrodes. The ability of the material to convert normal forces into

electrical charges is quantified using a piezoelectric strain constant. Given the high

sensitivity of piezoelectric sensors to dynamic pressure and their fast response speed,

they are often used to measure the vibrations associated with slip. However, piezo-

electric materials suffer of drift in sensor response over time and have unreliable static

sensing properties.
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Optics. Optical sensors convert a tactile input into an electricaloutput using light

as an intermediate. These sensors consist of a light source,a transmission medium,

and a detector. The modulation of light intensity through force-sensitive waveguides,

flexible optical fibers or reflecting surfaces has been used tofabricate optical sensors.

In many cases, tactile sensor elements are encapsulated within an elastomer to

protect them from mechanical stress and environmental exposure, as well as also to

provide conformal contact with stimuli.

Our senses of vision and hearing are facilitated by a small number of localized

sensors. However, tactile sensing requires a multitude of sensors distributed over

a large area and developing methods to collect and process such a large amount of

information has been a persistent challenge in this specificfield. The simplest strategy

for device readout is direct addressing, in which each device is contacted by a separate

connection. Good temporal resolution can be achieved with this method, but large

arrays quickly lead to an unmanageable number of connections.

1.3 The modern approaches

Safe and efficient human-robot physical interaction requires the knowledge of inter-

action forces and contact locations in order to perform cooperation and co-manipula-

tion tasks and to limit damage from accidental impacts. Thiscrucial information can

be obtained through direct measurements or by estimation techniques using different

methods depending on the available technology. As said in the previous sections, in

the last decades, different kinds of artificial skins have been developed. Most of them

are based on tactile sensing and are able to measure the contact point where a force

is applied. Some of them have been developed within EU Projects whose goals were

improve the knowledge of the robotics community in cognition, human-robot interac-

tion and coexistence through the implementation of humanoid robots. For example,

in [26] the authors presents a tactile skin based on a set of distributed capacitive tac-

tile sensing elements that have been integrated on the iCub cognitive robot covering

the limbs and providing a tactile feedback, in terms of contact points, for possible

contacts with the environment. Information such as force magnitude and direction is

not easily reconstructed. In fact, as reported in [27, 28, 29], the estimation of the con-

tact forces and the control of the interaction forces exerted between the iCub robot

and the environment need for additional sensors installed in the robot limbs, i.e., six

axes force/torque sensors, as well as knowledge of the dynamic model of the robot.

It is clear that the prevailing trend of the research in this field is covering the whole
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body of the robot or some of its parts with an array or patches of force/tactile sensors.

On the other hand, indirect estimation of the interaction forces can be obtained us-

ing alternative techniques mainly based on residual estimation methods or on the use

of exteroceptive sensors, i.e., depth cameras [30]. Haddadin et al. [31, 32] propose a

collision detection mechanism based on the estimation of the collision torques. The

algorithm requires the computation of the dynamic model of the robot that is used to

detect the disturbance torques through the use of a model-based torque observer.

One of the most effective approaches proposed in the literature is that based on the

residual method, which allows to estimate the joint torquesgenerated by the external

forces applied to the body of a robot manipulator [31, 32, 33]. This information,

together with the measurement of the contact location, thatcan be obtained, e.g., with

tactile sensing or depth cameras, allows to compute a good estimation of the external

force, also in the case of multiple contacts [34]. The residual technique has been

successfully employed also in [35, 36, 37] for applicationswhere force feedback is

required to control the intentional physical human-robot interaction. The nice feature

of the residual method is that it does not require the installation of force sensors

on the robot, although exteroceptive sensing is needed for the identification of the

contact locations. A drawback is that, as all the model-based techniques, an accurate

knowledge of the robot dynamic model is required; some dynamic parameters, like

the robot payload, and some torque disturbances, like the joint friction, are uncertain

and may change during robot operation. Another disadvantage with respect to the

solutions based on distributed sensors is that the forces and moments that do not

produce joint torques (i.e., those that are balanced by the mechanical structure) cannot

be measured. Finally, the accuracy of the estimation depends on the location of the

contact point on the robot structure.

On the basis of the previous discussion, existing methods tomeasure contact

forces in multiple contact points can be classified in two classes. In the first one

the contact force estimation is carried out through a residual-based method using the

dynamic model of the robot, provided that the environment isproperly sensorized

with sensors external to the robotic system, i.e., camera and depth sensors such as

Microsoft Kinect. The second one does not use sensors external to the robotic system,

but it introduces a tactile sensor to determine the application point of the external

force, while the estimation of the applied force is based on the computation of the

robot dynamic model whose parameters are assumed perfectlyknown. Moreover, the

method requires six-axis force sensors located along the robot mechanical structure.

The design and the development of a distributed force/tactile sensor able to pro-
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vide both a measure of the applied force and the geometric information on the contact

point (without requiring the use of other sensors and the knowledge of dynamic pa-

rameters of the robot) results to be an ambitious, effective and valid challenge aimed

at improving the cooperation and collaboration between robots and humans.

1.4 A look at distributed sensors: tactile sensing for robots

In the last decades, the design and the use of embedded and distributed sensor sys-

tems that extend the perception of the robot of the surrounding environment has been

enforced. Nowadays, there are no commercially available touch sensitive covers for

robotic systems. A possible reason may be the complex shape of the covering struc-

ture of modern robotic systems. Humanoid robotic systems are usually designed

to mimic the shape of a human body in order to increase the acceptance of the

robotic systems by the human user. To resemble the shape of a human body, the

covering structure of humanoid robots has to be based on complex organic volumes

with 3D-curved surfaces that can no longer be formed by the combination of simple

cuboid or cylindrical volumes. These biologically inspired surfaces are mostly non-

developable and cannot be covered with a single distributedsensor based on a rigid

or one-dimensionally bendable circuit board. So, the prevailing trend is to cover the

whole body of the robot or some of its parts with an array of individual sensors that,

in general, use nearly all modes of transduction as piezoresistive [38, 39, 40], capaci-

tive [41, 42, 43, 44, 45], optoelectronic [46]. Dahiya et al.[47] provide an exhaustive

review on distributed tactile sensor technology and on its features highlighting vari-

ous requirements and expectations such as flexibility/conformability, spatial resolu-

tion, wiring problems and technologies for communication and data transmission. It

can be recognised that, while the use of tactile sensors in the contact point detection

and pressure estimation is a diffuse practice, the development of a distributed sensor

able to estimate both the magnitude and the direction of the applied forces is still

an open challenge for robotic researchers. Some examples ofsensors that can detect

contact pressure have been presented in [26, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54]. In [48], [49],

and [50], the authors presented distributed tactile sensors that use the FSR (Force

Sensor Resistive) material. The contact is detected with a measure of resistance,

since resistance of such material changes with the applied pressure. In [48], the pro-

posed artificial skin is used to cover the whole body of an assistant robot: an energy-

absorbing layer is introduced in the skin structure to decrease the risk of dangerous

injuries in human-robot interaction, but it suffers of high hysteretic behaviour. In [49]
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the sensor is designed by the superposition of several layers with different thicknesses

and materials, involving a complex manufacturing process.Strohmayr et al. [51] ad-

dress the problem of providing a solution able to avoid tradeoffs between sensor sen-

sitivity and robustness. The transduction principle of theproposed stretchable sensor

is based on the acquisition of the electrical transfer resistivity between polymer-based

electrodes arranged in two orthogonal layers. Ulmen and Cutkosky [52] proposed a

solution, based on capacitive technology, where a force sensing capacitor is the sens-

ing element and a three–plates capacitor structure acts as capacitor plates and noise

shields at the same time. The main disadvantage of this solution seems to be the large

dimension and the complexity of the circuit for addressing the sensor elements. In-

spired by the characteristics of the human tactile sensation, Hoshi and Shinoda [54]

proposed a tactile sensor based on two layers of compressible insulators (urethane

foam) and on three pieces of stretchable conductive sheets.They also proposed a

way to connect the sensor elements based on sensor/communication integrated cir-

cuits placed at the boundaries of the conductive pieces thatmeasure the capacitance

between the conductive layers. A layer of urethane foam is also used by Ohmura

et al. [53] which proposed a scalable and modular distributed sensor based on opto-

electronic technology. They introduced the concept ofcut-and-pastetactile sensor

to refer to the possibility of adapting their sensor skin to any part of the robot body.

Surely, a weak point of such sensor is the required large current, and thus high power

consumption: one LED requires about 50 mA. For 1000 tactile sensing elements, the

total current amounts to 50 A, which is too large for this kindof applications. To the

best of the authors knowledge, the optoelectronic technology is not widely used in

the design of distributed sensor. Instead, a Vertical Cavity Surface Emitting Laser

(VCSEL) is used in [55, 56, 57]. In [55], the VCSEL is used to develop an opti-

cal ultra-micro-displacement sensor fabricated using MEMS tecnology; in [56], the

VCSEL, combined with a photodiode, is used to develop a flexible sensor able to

estimate the shear stresses applied to its surface. Differently, in [58] an optic sub-

system is introduced in the developed embedded device only to provide a reliable

and high speed communication channel for the sensor data transmission and not for

the force measurement. None of the sensors cited so far is able to estimate the force

vector in a large contact area and only few different solutions are able to estimate the

three components of the force vector applied to a small contact surface by an external

colliding object. In [59, 60] a flexible tactile sensor arrayfor an anthropomorphic

artificial hand with the capability of measuring both normaland shear force distribu-

tions, using Quantum Tunneling Composite (QTC) as a base material, is presented.
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It consists of four fan-shaped electrodes in a cell that decomposes the contact force

into normal and shear components. However, as discussed by Amarasinghe et al.

in [61], QTC technology suffers from different drawbacks that imply to use it or as

a simple low-cost contact switch, or with additional complex mechanical structures

to realize force sensors. Moreover, QTC also takes considerable time to return to

its original state after deformation. Tao Liu et al. [62] designed a 3-D tactile sensor

by integrating four sensing cells, each composed of a pressure-sensitive electric con-

ductive rubber (PSECR) and a fan-shaped pectinate circuit.Both the solutions use

the measurements of four sensing cells to estimate the normal force component and

the shear force components through a simple empiric relationship that expresses the

force components with respect to the sensor information, i.e, sensor voltages. Also

in [63, 64] two capacitive solutions able to estimates the force vector are presented.

1.5 Thesis contribution

The literature shows that the common goal of different works is to develop a tactile

sensor with a soft surface that can be conformable, scalableand adaptable to smooth

curved surfaces of the robot body. A fundamental property ofa distributed sensor

that should be used as an artificial skin is its spatial resolution. The spatial acuity

of human skin is an important parameter that gives an idea of the spatial resolution

that an artificial skin should possess. In particular, the method based on the two-

points threshold [65] and the grating orientation [66] shows that the spatial acuity

varies across the human body: the spatial resolution of a fingertip (1 mm [67]) is

better than the spatial resolution of the palm (7 mm [68]) andof the torso (20−

30 mm [69]). Therefore, also the artificial skin spatial resolution should be adaptable

to different needs. Moreover, safety operations between humans and robots require

that the sensor response time is as low as possible so as to change the robot behavior

before causing serious damage.

According to the discussion reported before, a distributedforce/tactile sensor

should satisfy the following requirements:

• the sensor should be capable to provide a direct measure of the pressure map

and of the contact force vector so as to avoid complex model-based estimation

algorithms, even in the case of multiple contacts

• the sensor should be highly modular and scalable

• the sensor should have fast time response
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Figure 1.3: Pictures of force and tactile sensors proposed by: Hoshi and Shinoda
(Fig. 1.3(a)), Ohmura et al. (Fig. 1.3(b)), Zhang et al. (Fig. 1.3(c)), Ulmen and
Cutkosky (Fig. 1.3(d)), Cannata et al. (Fig. 1.3(e)), Elkmann et al. (Fig. 1.3(f)),
Duchaine et al. (Fig. 1.3(g)), Palli et al. (Fig. 1.3(h)).
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• the sensor should be characterized by light-weight, low-power consumption

and low-cost, since it potentially could be used to cover theentire surface of a

robot

• the sensor of the sensing elements should be adaptable to different spatial res-

olutions requested by the application site

• the sensing elements should be embedded into or covered withsoft and/or elas-

tic material

• the sensor should be easy to manufacture with a low number of wires

• the sensor measurements should be repeatable and with low hysteresis

• the sensor should be applicable to arbitrarily curved surfaces (conformability)

In this thesis the author deeply describes the design, the implementation and the

use in robotics applications of a novel modular force/tactile sensor able to estimate

both normal and shear contact force components. It has been demonstrated that the

sensor can be exploited for all robotic and control application that require a force/-

tactile feedback. Each sensing module consists of 4 taxels2 covered by a silicone

layer that transduces the external force into a mechanical deformation, measured by

the four taxels. Each taxel consists of an infrared Light Emitting Diode (LED) and a

Photo-Detector (PD) (also referred to as Photo-Transistor(PT)). The distributed sen-

sor is realized by interconnecting several sensing moduleswith a suitable scanning

strategy, used to obtain an highly modular and scalable solution. The sensor proto-

type has been calibrated, characterized and its main features have been highlighted

with several tests. A flexible version of the developed sensor has been installed on

several robotic arms and it has been used for manual guidance, intuitive program-

ming, collision detection and reaction tasks.

In Section 2 the rigid sensor prototype is deeply described.Starting from the

sensor working principle, the design and the development ofa single sensing module

are analyzed. It is explained how a distributed prototype can be obtained by inter-

connecting several sensing modules and the specific strategy adopted to interrogate

the prototype is introduced and discussed. The procedure used to calibrate the sensor

is reported and, then, the distributed sensor is characterized and its main features are

highlighted with several tests.

2The wordtaxelderives from the union of the words “tactile element”.
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Section 3 reports the design and the development of the conformable sensor pro-

totype. The adopted scanning strategy allows a substantialreduction of the number

of wires with respect to the sensing module number, which makes possible the use of

a flexible PCB. A procedure for the integration of the sensor on a curved surface of

a robot manipulator is defined, presented and discussed. Thecalibration procedure

introduced for the rigid sensor prototype is adapted to the conformable sensor version

in order to take into account the local curvature of the flexible version. Moreover, an

alternative calibration technique is analyzed and compared with the previous one.

In Section 4 the use of the force/tactile sensor as Human-Machine Interface is de-

scribed. Three algorithms for touch gesture recognition are introduced and assessed.

In Section 5 the developed sensor is introduced in the physical Human-Robot

Interaction context. The sensor is installed on two lightweight manipulators for which

it is possible to obtain information about the external forces acting on them through

indirect estimation methods based on the theoretical approach of the residual method

and on the use of joint torque sensors. An analysis of the mentioned methods, as

well as a comparison with the proposed sensor in terms of estimation accuracy, are

reported.

Section 6 describes the control algorithm adopted for the definition of the robotics

tasks presented in this thesis. The mathematical formulation of the algorithm is re-

ported and an analysis on the stability of the closed loop control algorithm is ad-

dressed through the Lyapunov method.

Section 7 addresses the problem of the sensor integration ondifferent redundant

manipulators. On the basis of the communication interfacesadopted by the specific

robotics systems a proper sensor driver has been developed.The system architec-

tures used for KUKA and YASKAWA 7-DOF robots are described aswell as the

sensor drivers. Finally, the force/tactile sensor is used for manual guidance, intuitive

programming, collision detection and reaction tasks and a the experiments with their

results are presented.

In Section 8 the conclusions are presented and possible future works and chal-

lenges are proposed.
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Part I

The distributed force/tactile sensor
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CHAPTER2
The rigid sensor prototype

The sense of touch is an important means through which livingcreatures obtain exter-

nal information and it plays an important role for the realization of direct interaction

between robots and the environment. Tactile sensors are devices that measure pa-

rameters of interactions, regarding touch, pressure sensation, force, sliding feel, and

heat sensation, between intrinsically sensitive areas andexternal objects. Distributed

sensor devices include many tactile perception units, which are usually arranged in

the form of tactile sensor arrays, to acquire the force distribution function of the con-

tact between the sensitive area and an external object. Since the first development

of a tactile sensor in the 1970s, the use in applications in the vast fields of smart

robots, biomedicine, touch-screen technology, modern manufacturing, and modern

services has grown rapidly. The functions of such sensors have expanded from the

initial realization of single-dimensional normal-force measurement perpendicular to

a surface to three-dimensional (3D) force measurement. With the rapidly growing

number of applications and increasing number of user requirements, the distributed

sensor design is focused on achieving flexibility, multidimensional force detection,

miniaturization and multi-functionality.

The design of the described sensor passes through the definition of a rigid proto-

type, which has been deeply characterized and experimentally tested. The obtained

results have encouraged further developments and evolutions of the rigid version that

represented a good starting point for the design of a conformable sensor prototype. In

the following sections both the rigid and conformable prototypes are described and

particular interest is given to the calibration proceduresand tests used to highlight the

sensor capabilities. Part of the work described in this section is published in [70].
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2.1 The basic idea

The distributed force/tactile sensor described in this thesis is based on the idea behind

the tactile sensor concept introduced in [71], i.e., the useof optoelectronic devices

to detect the local deformations, generated by an external contact force applied to a

deformable layer that covers the optoelectronic layer. Thetactile sensor presented

in [71] has been designed as a stand-alone device to be integrated into anthropo-

morphic robotic fingers, capable of executing fine manipulation tasks. To this aim,

the sensor consists of 16 taxels, with a dedicated low power 16-channels Analog-to-

Digital Converter (ADC), with a resolution of 12 bit and a maximum throughput rate

of 1 MSPS, directly integrated into the sensor itself. This configuration guarantees

a high sensitivity to external stimuli. In particular, after a suitable calibration pro-

cedure, the 16 measurements allow, through a neural network, to estimate the three

components of the force vector (estimation error less than 0.1 N) and the three com-

ponents of the torque vector (estimation errorless than 1 Nmm). Furthermore, the

measures from the 16 taxels allow also to reconstruct a pressure map on the whole

fingertip, with a spatial resolution of about 2 mm, directly correlated to the external

object shape, with a high sensitivity (minimum detectable force 0.05 N). As discussed

in Chapter 1 for the design of a distributed force/tactile sensor, the features to be taken

into account are different from those of a tactile sensor, since the main objective of

a distributed sensor is not the fine manipulation but the human-robot interaction and

human safety. In particular, some characteristics such as spatial resolution, accuracy

of the force estimation and sensitivity can be relaxed in favor of additional features

such as modularity, possibility to cover large areas with limited costs and power con-

sumption, capability to discriminate multiple contact areas with the corresponding

forces, ease of integration in different parts of the robot. The solution presented in

this thesis addresses these aspects as detailed below. It uses four optoelectronic cou-

ples to realize a single sensing module able to estimate the three components of the

force vector. The whole sensor consists of a matrix of sensing modules, suitably

interconnected. This choice allows to estimate the three components of the force

vectors wherever applied to the whole distributed sensor, differently from some au-

thor previous works [72, 73] where only the normal componentof the force has been

estimated, by guaranteeing all discussed features. The selected sensor architecture,

differently from the tactile sensor described above, results scalable enough to be ap-

plied to robot surfaces such as torso, legs, arms: its spatial resolution can be properly

adapted on the basis of the robot body part to cover by simply changing the distance
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Figure 2.1: CAD model of a sensing module prototype: top viewon left (dimensions
are in mm) and perspective view on right.

between two adjacent sensing modules.

2.2 Working principle

The sensor is obtained by interconnecting a number of identical sensing modules,

each capable of measuring the three components of the contact force that acts on it.

Each sensing module consists of four taxels organized in a 2× 2 matrix. A single

taxel consists of an optical emitter/receiver couple spectrally matched. A deformable

elastic layer is positioned above the 4 optoelectronic couples (see Fig. 2.1). The

deformable layer has a hemispherical shape on the top side, where the interaction

with external objects occurs. On the bottom side it presentsfour empty cells into the

material, with a parallelepiped shape, vertically alignedwith the four optoelectronic

couples. For each parallelepiped cell, the facet positioned in front of the optoelec-

tronic couple must have optical properties able to guarantee a high reflectivity (reflec-

tive surface), while the lateral walls, which divide neighboring taxels, have to avoid

optical cross-talk effects between taxels and also to ensure the immunity against ex-

ternal optical disturbances (absorbing surfaces). These properties can be guaranteed

by using materials that allow to implement a molding of different layers with differ-

ent properties (e.g., color, thickness, surface finishing). With this configuration the

emitter illuminates the reflective surface of the corresponding parallelepiped cell and

the reflected light is measured by the photodetector. An external force, applied to the

deformable layer, produces displacement variations for all the four taxels constituting

a sensing module. These displacement variations produce variations of the reflected
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(a) CAD model. (b) Printed unit.

Figure 2.2: Plastic molds for production of the silicone layer.

light and, accordingly, of the photocurrents measured by the photodetectors. Finally,

the photocurrents are converted into voltage signals by using simple resistors. After

a calibration procedure, detailed in Section 2.6.1, the external force components, act-

ing on a sensing element, can be estimated with a suitable combination of the four

measured signals. It is evident that the sensitivity and thefull-scale of a sensing mod-

ule depend on the hardness of the material used for the realization of the deformable

layer.

2.3 The sensing module: enhancing the modularity

In order to realize the optoelectronic layer, the optical components have been selected

on the basis of previous experiences, discussions and observations detailed in [71].

In particular, the realized prototype uses optoelectroniccomponents manufactured by

OSRAM. The LED (code SFH4080) is an infrared emitter with a peak wavelength of

880 nm, while the detector is a silicon NPN phototransistor (code SFH3010) with a

peak sensitivity at 860 nm wavelength. Both the components have a viewing angle of

±80◦. The conditioning electronics is constituted by simple resistors without ampli-

fication and/or filtering stages, since the measured voltages are sufficiently high to be

directly converted by using an ADC. The material selection for the deformable layer

has been made on the basis of previous experiences detailed in [74]. In particular, a

two layer plastic mold, suitably designed and realized by 3Dprinting (see Fig. 2.2),

has been prepared in order to realize the deformable layer, by using black silicone

for the absorbing walls and white silicone for the reflectivesurface. The black sili-

cone guarantees the maximum absorption at all wavelengths and, as a consequence,

to avoid cross-talk problems between taxels and light disturbances from the environ-

ment. The white silicone ensures the maximum reflection at all wavelengths, increas-
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Figure 2.3: Pictures of sensing module.

ing the sensor sensitivity. Differently from a tactile sensor, a distributed force/tactile

sensor requires a higher full-scale. To obtain these characteristics, a silicone with a

higher hardness, with respect to the tactile sensor in [71, 74], has been chosen. The

selected one is the MM928, provided by ACC Silicones Europe,with a Shore hard-

ness of 28 A and a cure time of 24 h at room temperature. The aspect ratio of the black

walls between taxels has been selected in order to reduce thehorizontal deformations

with respect to the vertical ones, by considering the FiniteElement analysis reported

in [74]. In particular, for the realized prototype, the thickness of the black walls

is 0.8 mm, while the extension of the white reflecting surfaces is 1.8 mm×1.8 mm,

which results in a total size for the deformable layer of 6 mm×6 mm. The height of

the reflective surfaces from the electronic layer is 1.6 mm. The top of the deformable

layer is a section of a sphere with a radius of 7 mm. The deformable layer is bonded

on the electronic layer (of size 6.4 mm×6.4 mm) by using a cyanoacrylate glue. Fig-

ure 2.3 shows some pictures of the sensing module componentsand an assembled

module.
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2.4 From the sensing module to the distributed sensor: scan-

ning strategy and power consumption

A distributed sensor prototype is realized by interconnecting several sensing mod-

ules. The version presented in this thesis consists of 36 modules, organized as a

6 × 6 matrix, for a total of 144 taxels. The sensor matrix has beendeveloped as a

shield that can be installed directly on a STM32F3 discoveryboard. The conforma-

bility property can be easily obtained by adopting a flexiblePCB connected with the

conditioning electronics by a thin wire, as described in Sec. 3. The STM32F303 Mi-

croController Unit (MCU) provides sixteen ADC with a resolution of 12 bit: each

voltage signal is digitized with two bytes and the selected MCU, with a system clock

frequency of 72 MHz, represents the right trade-off between costs and performance.

To ensure the scalability and the modularity of the system, a“scanning control” strat-

egy, based on the same idea reported in [53], has been adoptedto realize the module

interrogation by using the MCU. The basic idea is to connect the sensing modules in

groups which share 4 ADC channels, and to use the digital I/O of the MCU to switch

on and off, with a cyclic pattern, the sensing modules, by ensuring that in each time

instant, for each group, only one taxel is turned on, while all others, which share the

same ADC, are turned off. This control logic is based on the fact that the switched off

photodetectors behave as an open circuit that does not influence the A/D conversion

of the voltage of the switched on photodetector. Differently from [53], the sensing

modules can be directly driven by the MCU digital I/O, without using an external

power supply, since each LED works with a forward current of about 1 mA and the

voltage supply for all components is the 3.3 V, available from the MCU. Hence, since

different groups use different A/D channels, sensing modules belonging to different

groups can share the same digital I/O as power supply, by reducing also the number

of digital I/O necessary to switch on and off the sensing modules during the interro-

gation. The described scanning strategy provides several advantages: a reduction of

the whole sensor power consumption, since the number of modules simultaneously

turned on is limited; a reduced number of ADC channels required to acquire the data;

a simplification of the wiring. By generalizing the adopted interrogation technique, a

total ofn sensing modules (corresponding to 4n taxels) can be organized inmgroups,

each one constituted byp sensing modules. Since the sensing modules of each group

share 4 A/D channels, the number of external wires needed to interrogate a sensor

patch is equal to 4m+ p (plus one for the ground). As a consequence, to minimize the

number of wires needed for a sensor patch, the following constrained optimization
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problem can be solved

min
m,p

(4m+ p) (2.1)

subject to:mp= n, m, n, p ∈ N+

with n,m, p positive integers. The developed force/tactile sensor has 144 taxels, di-

vided inton = 36 sensing modules. By solving the optimization problem (2.1), the

resulting minimum number of needed wires ism = 3 groups (corresponding to 4m

A/D channels) andp = 12 digital I/O, for a total of 24 wires plus one for the ground.

Summarizing, the 144 total taxels, which constitute 36 sensing modules orga-

nized in 3 groups, are interrogated by using 12 ADC channels (4 ADC channels

shared for each group) and 12 digital I/O used to implement the scanning strategy,

for a total of 25 wires (the 25th signal is the ground) directly coming from a MCU

(see the schematic diagram shown in Fig. 2.4). For applications where large surfaces

have to be covered with a high number of taxels, the distributed force/tactile sensor

proposed in this thesis presents very attractive properties from the power consump-

tion point of view. Each taxel requires a voltage supply equal to 3.3 V with a current

of about 1 mA, for an instantaneous power consumption of 3.3 mW. Since no addi-

tional ICs are necessary, with just a few watts of power, thousands of taxels can be

driven at the same time. Generalizing,k taxels require a power consumption equal

to k · 3.3 mW. For the sensor patch proposed in this thesis, constituted by 144 taxels,

a total instantaneous power consumption of 475, 2 mW would be needed if all tax-

els were always switched on. In this case, the power consumption would already be

quite limited, but the interrogation technique described above allows a further power

saving. In particular, at each time instant, only one sensing module is switched on for

each group, corresponding to 4m taxels. With the optimal number of groupsm = 3,

only 12 taxels are switched on at the same time, with a total instantaneous power con-

sumption of 39.6 mW, resulting in a reduction of one order of magnitude compared

to the previous case. The only limitation can be the minimum sampling frequency

necessary to interrogate the whole distributed sensor. Forall the 144 taxels of the

proposed patch, with the selected MCU, i.e., an ARM Cortex M4STM32F303, a

sampling frequency of 150 Hz was obtained. Therefore, the proposed solution is

very attractive for battery-powered robotic systems. Finally, the 144 voltage signals

are converted and transmitted via USB connection to a host PC. The microcontroller

firmware is developed using the real-time embedded operating system ChibiOS/RT: a

flow chart of the MCU operation is reported in Section 2.5. A Matlab script, running
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Figure 2.4: Electronic scheme of the interconnections between the sensing modules
and microcontroller.
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Group 1 of 12 modules that shares 4 ADC
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Modules that share digital I/O

Figure 2.5: Rigid sensor prototype (left) and corresponding virtual sensor structure
(right).

on the PC, acquires the data and computes the force components according to the

algorithms reported in Section 2.6. The interrogation circuitry described so far has

the great advantage that the sensor can work also if not all the sensing modules are

actually connected or some connected modules are broken, since they appear only as

open circuits. This improves the modularity of the proposedsolution, since the num-

ber of the actually installed and/or working modules can be easily detected through

an initialization phase. A virtual sensor structure can be reconstructed according to

the detected modules, and used to show the information related to the estimated con-

tact forces. Figure 2.5 shows a picture of the rigid prototype, together with the

corresponding virtual sensor structure. Note how six modules on the third group

are intentionally not mounted to show how the virtual structure automatically adapts.

Such feature is better illustrated in Fig. 2.6, where a new single module has been con-

nected to the last row of the sensor board and it is automatically recognized by the

reading software module, which detects the number of the installed and/or working

modules in the initialization phase. As reported in Section2, the deformable layer of

each sensing module was bonded on the electronic layer usinga cyanoacrylate glue.

In order to improve the reliability of the bond, to increase the loading cycles and in

order to cover the whole sensor matrix with a single deformable layer, all sensing ele-

ments are connected together by an additional silicone molding. For a reliable contact

force estimation, it is advised to have a negligible mechanical coupling between ad-

jacent sensing elements. To avoid that such thin film could introduce a mechanical
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(a) Disconnected module.

(b) Connected module.

Figure 2.6: Modularity of the scanning control strategy.

coupling, a FE analysis has been conducted (it has been presented in [75]) to verify

that the use of a silicone with shore hardness of 6A (4-5 timesmore soft with respect

to the one used to realize the deformable layer of the sensingelements) would not

transmit significant stress from one cell to another. The silicone rubber behavior was

modeled with the Mooney-Rivlin constitutive law:

σ = 2
(
λ − 1/λ2

)
(α1 + α2/λ) (2.2)

whereλ is the elongation ratio. The model parametersα1 andα2 have been evalu-

ated on the basis of the considerations reported in [74]. They have been chosen as

α1 = 3.96·10−2 andα2 = −3.37·10−4 for the silicone with shore hardness 6A, while

asα1 = 0.16 andα2 = 0.13 · 10−2 for the silicone with shore hardness 28A. In Fig-

ure 2.7, the results of the FEM simulations are reported. The3D model is constituted

by two sensing module deformable layers made of silicone with shore hardness 28A,

by one layer of silicone with shore hardness 6A positioned between the two mod-

ules and by a plane of aluminium material that represents thecolliding object. Latter

is subjected to a prescribed displacement chosen in order togenerate a mechanical

contact between the plane and one deformable module and, then, a contact force. Re-

ferring to the reference system reported in Figure 2.7(a), the displacement is applied
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(a) First simulation: prescribed displacement along z-axis of 0.6 mm.

(b) Second simulation: prescribed displacement along z-axis of 0.8 mm.

Figure 2.7: FEM analysis for the characterization of the second silicone molding.
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only along the y- and z-axis. For the first simulation, the applied vertical displace-

ment is 0.6 mm and the horizontal displacement ranges from 0 mm to 0.8 mm with a

step size of 0.2 mm; for the second simulation, the applied vertical displacement is

0.8 mm and the horizontal displacement ranges from 0 mm to 0.6 mm with a step size

of 0.2 mm. The mesh geometry is uniform for all the 3D model parts and it consists

of 9469 tetrahedral elements. The last picture of Figure 2.7(b) reports a comparison

between the displacements along the y-axis that affects the two sensor deformable

layers: the results show that for a maximum deformation of the first sensing module

equal to 0.35 mm, the corresponds maximum deformation on the second module is

only 0.08 mm, that guarantees a negligible mechanical coupling. Figure. 2.8 shows

the complete rigid sensor prototype. The figure highlights the sensing element de-

formable layers with the shore hardness of 28 A and the areas with the shore hardness

of 6 A. It is evident how all the modules are now fully embeddedinto the silicone,

which gives an improved mechanical robustness.

2.5 Sensor interrogation firmware

ChibiOS/RT provides a set of HAL functions that allow to easily managethe MCU

peripherals. The two ADC units of the MCU are used to convert the sensor analog

signals in different steps according to the adopted scanning control strategy and the

USB unit is used for the MCU-PC communication. With a cyclic pattern, the signals

related to theith module of the three groups are digitized using 12 A/D channels.

Figure 2.9 shows a simple flow chart that summarizes the MCU operations. The

firmware starts with the ADC and USB peripherals configuration and, then, it waits

the “start” command sent by the user/PC. So, the first sensing modules of the three

groups are turned on, the corresponding analog signals are digitized and the data are

sent to the PC via USB communication. The same operations areperformed for the

second modules of the three groups and so on.

2.6 Calibration, characterization and testing

The calibration of the sensor prototype is based on the hypothesis that the calibration

of a single module can be used also for the other ones, since all modules are real-

ized with the same components and they are mechanically separated. Actually, the

assembly of the sensor, e.g., the soldering of the optoelectronic components, the po-

sitioning and the bonding of the deformable layer, could introduce differences in the
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a)

b)

c) d)

Shore 28A

Shore 6A

Figure 2.8: Perspective view of the 6× 6 sensor matrix after the first silicone mold-
ing (a). Lateral view (b) and perspective view (c) of the 6× 6 sensor matrix after
the second silicone molding. The first complete sensor prototype connected to the
conditioning electronics (d).

Figure 2.9: MCU firmware flow chart.
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Figure 2.10: Setup for the calibration of a sensing module.

response of the sensing modules. So, in order to obtain the maximum accuracy in the

force estimation, the identification of calibration parameters for each sensing module

is advised. However, if the specific application does not require a high estimation ac-

curacy, the same calibration parameters can be used for all the sensing modules of an

entire sensor prototype. Accordingly, this section presents the calibration procedure

and the characterization of a single module. The obtained calibration functions are

applied to all sensing modules. Only the main results are reported in the following

subsection.

2.6.1 Sensor calibration and characterization

The force components can be estimated as a suitable combination of the four volt-

ages of a sensing module. A specific calibration setup has been prepared in order to

acquire at the same time the module voltages and the actual force vector, measured

by using a reference sensor. Figure 2.10 reports a picture ofthe setup with the cor-

responding reference axes. The sensing module is mounted ona six-axis load cell

used as reference sensor. The model used is the FTD-Nano-17,manufactured by

ATI, with a measurement range equal to±12 N and±17 N for horizontal and vertical

force components, respectively. The measurement range forall torque components is

equal to±120 Nmm. An operator carried out various experiments using astiff plane

and by applying different external forces and, simultaneously, acquiring all the volt-

age variations on the phototransistors and all the forces components measured by the

reference load cell. These data are acquired at a sample rateof 100 Hz. Consider-

ing the working principle described in Section 2.2, if the contact force is zero, each

photodetector measures an initial voltage proportional tothe light reflected by the

white silicone when the deformable layer is in rest position. When an external force
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is applied to the deformable layer, each photodetector can present a positive or neg-

ative voltage variation with respect to the initial voltage, depending on the external

force components. Figure 2.11 shows the voltage variations, measured by the sensing

module, and the corresponding force components, measured by the reference sensor.

It is evident that the sign of the voltage variations is related to the tangential force

direction, and their amplitude to the force vector intensity. From the figure, it is also

clear that the voltage variations are sufficiently high to be directly digitized without

the introduction of additional amplification and/or filtering stages, as described in

Section 2. So, iffx, fy, and fz are the force components, andV = [V1,V2,V3,V4]T is

the vector that contains the voltage variations, the phenomenological model proposed

to calibrate the sensing module is the following

fx = kT
x V (2.3)

fy = kT
y V (2.4)

fz = kT
z g(V) (2.5)

where the vector functiong(·) is simply the absolute value applied to each component

of the vectorV and the three 4× 1 calibration vectorskx, ky andkz can be easily

estimated with a simple least square algorithm by invertingEqs. (3.3), (3.4) and (3.5),

respectively, written for each point of the data set acquired as explained above (an

example is reported in Fig. 2.11).

The accuracy of the calibration has been validated with a second data set, not used

for estimated the calibration vectors. In particular, the estimated force components

have been computed as

f̂x = kT
x V (2.6)

f̂y = kT
y V (2.7)

f̂z = kT
z g(V) (2.8)

and in Fig. 2.12 the estimated valueŝfx, f̂y and f̂z are compared to the actual force

componentsfx, fy and fz measured with the reference sensor, to evaluate the calibra-

tion performance. The results show a full-scale normal force of about 8 N and about

±2 N for the tangential components, with an estimation accuracy of about 0.5 N. The

full-scale can be adapted to the requirement of a specific application, by changing

the mechanical properties of the deformable layer (e.g., hardness, curvature radius of

the hemispherical shape). The accuracy also depends on the full-scale and it could
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Figure 2.11: Voltage variations (top) measured by the sensing module and corre-
sponding force components (bottom) measured by the reference sensor.
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Table 2.1: Example of calibration parameters.

kT
x 2.1519 −4.2440 −1.1642 0.1076

kT
y −0.7988 −2.3203 1.0681 2.1013

kT
z −2.0325 −6.2748 −9.1026 −8.1753

be improved by introducing a more complex model. Table 2.1 reports the calibration

parameters used to estimate the force components shown in Fig. 2.12.

In order to assess both repeatability and hysteresis properties of the relationship

between the external force applied to the deformable layer and the phototransistor

signal variations, a few calibration experiments have beencarried out. Using a micro-

positioning stage, a known external force has been applied to the deformable layer

that ranges from 0 N to 8 N with intervals of 0.2 N. The repeatability has been evalu-

ated by acquiring more than once the calibration curve for a single taxel. In particular,

Fig. 2.13 reports two measurements of the voltage variations for the same force ap-

plied to a single taxel, which denote a good repeatability with a maximum error of

6.77 %. To evaluate the hysteresis properties of the sensor dueto the deformable

layer, used to cover the electronic components, some measures have been carried out

by increasing and decreasing the applied force. Defining thehysteresis error as the

maximum difference between the output values of the sensor obtained for the same

input value, then the maximum error is 10.27 %. The results are reported in Fig. 2.14.

Both repeatability and hysteresis errors refer to the worstcase that occurred during

the different experiments.

Finally, a force pressure with a step change has been appliedto the sensor to ana-

lyze the response time, here defined as the delay between the reference sensor signal

and the voltage signal of a sensor taxel. The response time, generally, is influenced

by the viscosity of the deformable layer material and by the characteristics of the se-

lected transduction method. The optoelectronic technology combined with a silicone

material provides a very low response time (about 1 ms), as shown in Fig. 2.15.
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Figure 2.13: Evaluation of sensor repeatability: two measurements executed on the
same taxel (the worst case has been reported).
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Figure 2.14: Evaluation of sensor hysteresis: two consecutive measurements exe-
cuted with increasing and decreasing force on the same taxel(the worst case has
been reported).
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Table 2.2: Sensor comparison.

Year Author Transduction Miniaturization Force vector No.of Spatial Signal Range of Force [N]/ Force/Pressure
method technique estimation sensing resolution conditioning Pressure [kPa] Sensitivity

elements electronic

2006 Hoshi et al. Capacitive Polymer No 2× 2 —— No 10 N ——
2006 Ohmura et al. Optical Flexible PCB No 32 —— Yes 500− 600 kPa ——
2008 Maggiali et al. Capacitive Flexible PCB No 12 10 mm Yes 128 kPa ——
2009 Duchaine et al. Resistive Polymer No 16 10 mm Yes —— ——
2013 Liu et al. Resistive PSECR Yes —— 10 mm Yes 100 N (Normal) ——

35 N (Shear)
2010 Ulmen et al. Capacitive Polymer No 4× 4 10− 20 mm Yes ∼ 100 N 0.02 N
2011 Elkman et al. Resistive Polymer No 8× 8 —— Yes —— 0.25 N/cm2

2013 Strohmayr et al. Resistive Polymer No —— 2.5 mm Yes 50 kPa 10− 20 kPa
2013 Zhang et al. Resistive QTC Yes 1 —— Yes 20 N (Normal) ——

7 N (Shear)
2014 Palli et al. Optical Rigid PCB Yes 1 —— Yes 100 N (Normal) ——

50 N (Shear)
2014 Bekhti et al. Capacitive Multimaterial Yes 1 20 mm Yes 30N (Normal) ——

20 N (Shear)
2014 Cirillo et al. Optical Flexible PCB Yes 6× 6 [12× 12](1) 7.4 mm [2.6 mm](2) Yes 10 N (Normal) ∼ 0.1 N

2 N (Shear)

Notes:

(1) A 6× 6 matrix of sensing elements has to be considered in the case of force vector estimation, while, in the case of contact point estimation, a 12× 12 matrix of
taxels can be considered.

(2) 7.4 mm refers to the distance between two adjacent sensing elements. So, it represents the spatial resolution in the case offorce vector estimation. Considering
the contact point estimation, the spatial resolution is determined by the distance between two adjacent taxels (2.6 mm for the presented implementation of the
sensor).
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Moreover, Fig. 2.16 shows the Power Spectral Density (PSD) of the voltage sig-

nals reported in Fig. 2.11, demonstrating that the noise level is below the signal level

of about four orders of magnitude, since the signal bandwidth is limited to a few

Hertz. In order to provide a comparison between the main sensors described in Sec-

tion 1.4 and the proposed solution, the main characteristics, i.e., transduction method,

spatial resolution, full-scale range, have been summarized in Table 2.2 on the basis of

the comparison reported in [76]. To the author best knowledge no existing distributed

sensing solutions are able to estimate the three componentsof the force vector; more-

over, not all the sensors characteristics are available in literature and only a partial

comparison was possible and reported in Table 2.2.

The calibrated force/tactile sensor has been tested in contact with different objects

in various contact conditions and the results are discussedin the following sections.

2.6.2 Sensor testing

The rigid sensor has been used to perform several tests. First of all, since each taxel

measures a local deformation, the 144 voltages, measured with the scanning strat-

egy described in Section 2, can be used as a pressure map with aspatial resolution

of 2.6 mm. This map allows to discriminate multiple contacts and to reconstruct

the shape of the objects in contact with the force/tactile sensor. Figure 2.17 shows

these features with two different experiments. The calibration functions (3.6), (3.7)

and (3.8), have been used in the Matlab script to estimate theforce vector for each

module. The same function has been applied to the four voltage variations for all

sensing modules, obtaining as many estimated force vectorsas the sensing modules

are. Figure 2.18 shows the estimated force vector on the virtual sensor structure, in

the case of a single contact with a single sensing element.

If multiple contacts occur, the Matlab script first identifies all groups of sensing

modules that constitute connected components of the whole contact area according

to the algorithm detailed below. Then, it computes a force resultant for each con-

nected component as the vector sum of the force vectors estimated by the single

modules. The application point of a resultant force is computed as the centroid of the

corresponding connected component. Figure 2.19 shows a typical example with two

different contact areas, each consisting of 4 modules. The forcevectors estimated by

the single sensing modules that constitute the two contact areas are reported on the

virtual sensor structure. Figure 2.20 reports another example with three different con-

tact areas. In this case, the virtual sensor shows, in red, the force vectors estimated

by the single sensing modules that belong to the two connected components of the
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a) b)

c) d)

Figure 2.17: Force/tactile sensor as pressure sensor: multiple contacts (a) and their
corresponding pressure map (b); distributed contact with alarge object (c) and its
corresponding pressure map (d).

a) b)

Figure 2.18: Estimation of the force vector, reported on thevirtual sensor structure
(b), for a single contact with a single sensing module (a).
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contact area and, additionally, the corresponding resultant forces. Figure 2.21 reports

the resultant force and the force vectors estimated by the single sensing modules in

the case of a distributed contact, i.e. when a marker pen is incontact with the sensor

patch.

2.6.3 Algorithm for multi-point contact

A specific algorithm to identify multipoint contact conditions has been devised. It

first identifies all groups of sensing modules that constitute a connected component

of the whole contact area. Then, it computes a resultant force for each connected

component as the vector sum of the estimated force vectors bythe single modules

belonging to the identified connected component. The application point of a resultant

force is computed as the centroid of the corresponding connected component.

Let M be the matrix whose elements are equal to 1 in correspondenceof the sens-

ing modules on which a contact occurs. In order to avoid falsecontact detections, the

element(i, j) of M is set to 1 only if the magnitude of the estimated contact force on

the module(i, j) is greater than a threshold valueft. The threshold value of 0.5 N has

to be equal to the average calibration error of the sensor. Todetect the setsΩi of ad-

jacent cells on which a distributed contact is applied, an iterative algorithm has been

designed. Starting from the first module of the sensor (considering a prototype of

6×6 modules, the first module is in the upper-left corner of the matrix) the algorithm

verifies if on the 8 adjacent modules a force is applied and, then, the corresponding

element of the matrixM is set to 1. In this case, a connected componentΩi is created

and the matrix element related to the new modules inserted init, is set to 0. The

algorithm is iteratively executed on the new elements of theconnected component

until no new adjacent modules result activated by a contact force. In practice, a tree

is associated to each connected componentΩi, where each entry (the node of the tree

corresponds to a sensing module) can have a number of branches up to eight. The

pseudo-code of the implemented algorithm is reported belowas the main algorithm

(Algorithm 1) and the subroutine (Algorithm 2) that finds theconnected components.

Algorithm 1 Main algorithm
for all elements ofM do

if element is equal to 1then
Ωi ← find_set(M , element_index)
Fi ← vectorial sum off j where j is the identifier of theΩi elements

end if
end for
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a) b)

Figure 2.19: Estimation of the force vectors, reported on the virtual sensor structure
(b), in a multiple contact case (a).

a) b)

Figure 2.20: Estimation of the force vectors in a multiple contact case (a): on the
virtual sensor structure (b) are reported both the force vectors estimated by the single
modules (red arrows) and the net force vectors for each contact area (blue arrows).

a) b)

Figure 2.21: Estimation of the force vectors (b) for a distributed contact (a).
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Algorithm 2 Subroutine
Functionfind_set(M , initial_element) returnΩ, M
if M (initial_element) is equal to 1then

add initial_element toΩ
M (initial_element) ← 0

else
compact set does not exist
return

end if
while set not founddo

for all elementk of Ω not analyseddo
find all adjacent elementsl to k-th element so asM (l) is equal to 1
if l is not emptythen

addl toΩ
M (l)← 0

else
set not found

end if
end for

end while
returnΩ, M
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CHAPTER3
The flexible and conformable sensor

prototype

The design of the conformable sensor patch, based on flexiblePCB technology, is an

evolution of the rigid prototype design made possible by twomain characteristics of

the proposed sensor, namely the smart scanning control strategy and the low power

consumption of a sensing module. The scanning strategy allows a substantial reduc-

tion of the number of wires with respect to the taxel number, which makes possible

the use of a flexible PCB with a limited number of layers corresponding to a reduced

thickness, which guarantees high conformability for the optoelectronic board and low

production cost.

3.1 Design of the conformable sensor

The design of the flexible PCB affects the maximum achievable flexibility of the

sensor patch, hence some observations are in order. Firstly, the installation of the

electronic components on the flexible PCB reduces the flexibility property, depend-

ing both on the number and the dimensions of the components. Secondly, the flex-

ibility depends also on the number of layers necessary for the wiring, thus a proper

routing of the PCB should be carried out. This requires a suitable re-design of the

optoelectronic layer of the original rigid prototype to maximize conformability of the

new force/tactile sensor version. First of all, note that the sensing modules are only

constituted by the optoelectronic components (SFH4080 andSFH3010), that have a

SmartLED package 0603 (with dimensions 1.3×0.8×0.65 mm), and additional resis-

tors to drive the LEDs (a resistor for each LED), with package0402 (with dimensions

1×0.5×0.32 mm). By using the scanning strategy described in Section 2, each group

of sensing modules can share the resistors in series with thePTs. With this choice, the
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Figure 3.1: Routing of the flexible PCB (dimensions are expressed in millimeters).

number of resistors needed to convert the photocurrents into the voltages acquired by

the A/D channels is reduced from the number of PTs to the number of A/D channels

used during the scanning. Furthermore, these resistors canbe mounted directly near

the A/D channels, by avoiding to add components on the conformablepart of the

PCB. So, by adopting the presented scanning strategy, the routing of a whole con-

formable force/tactile sensor patch can be completed by using a flexible PCB with

only 4 layers. Since no additional Integrated Circuits (ICs) with cumbersome pack-

age are used for the conditioning electronics, the types of components to mount on

the flexible PCB, for each taxel, are only three and small enough to maintain a high

flexibility of the PCB.

Design of the routing has been carried out by using a semi-automatic routing

algorithm. The layout of the obtained PCB is reported in Fig.3.1, including the

dimensions. The active surface of the sensor patch (corresponding to the sensing

elements) is about 47× 47 mm2, while the 25 wires, needed to interrogate the patch,

are carried to a standard connector positioned on the left side. Figure 3.2, on the

top, reports a picture of the realized PCB, where the high flexibility is highlighted.

The solution, after soldering of all the components, maintains a high flexibility that

allows the sensor patch to be conformable to a surface with minimum curvature radius

of about 3 cm, which is sufficient for covering robot surfaces such as arms, legs and

torso.
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Figure 3.2: Pictures of the realized flexible PCB before (top) and after (bottom) sol-
dering of optoelectronic components.

3.2 Integration of the conformable sensor on a robot arm

The first step towards the integration of the sensor patch on arobot link is the bonding

of the deformable layer to the flexible PCB. In order to ensurecorrect operation

of the sensor, the flexible PCB has to be conformed to the surface selected for the

final assembly of the sensor patch before bonding of the silicone layer. Since the

force estimation depends on the deformations of the silicone layer, if the flexible

PCB were conformed to the target shape after bonding of the deformable layer, a

residual strain would affect the sensing module causing a wrong force estimation.

Therefore, reduction of these undesired deformations is achieved by first curving the

PCB and then by bonding the silicone caps to it. To this aim, a mechanical support,

designed on the basis of the shape of the surface selected forthe final mounting, has

to be realized. For the experiments presented in this thesis, the conformable sensor

patch has to be mounted on a KUKA LWR 4+. The support has been designed

on the basis of a 3D CAD model of the robotic arm and it has been 3D printed in

ABS. The 3D CAD model provides a simple mechanism to extract apart of the robot

surface where to collocate the distributed sensor. Figure 3.3 shows how the sensor

patch support has been designed in the 3D CAD software. Starting from the CAD

model of the whole arm (see Fig. 3.3-a), the area identified for the final mounting

of the sensor patch is selected (see Fig. 3.3-b). From the selected surface the sensor

patch support has been extruded as a filled solid (see Fig. 3.3-c). To obtain the final
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Figure 3.3: Sensor patch mechanical support: a) KUKA LWR 4+ 3D model, b)
selected surface, c) extruded shape d) designed support.

sensor patch support, the filled solid has been completed with side edges designed

to mechanically block the sensor patch on it and also severalholes for inspection of

the bottom side of the electronic layer (see Fig. 3.3-d). Once the flexible PCB has

been fixed to the mechanical support by epoxy resin, the silicone caps are bonded

to each sensing modules on the optoelectronic layer, by obtaining a fully assembled

patch. Figure 3.4 shows some pictures of the conformable sensor prototype during

the assembly phases.

Note that the final obtained conformed patch, differently from the rigid version,

has not an uniform spatial resolution for the force detection, which depends from the

local curvature. Letr f lat denote the sensing modules distance before the bonding of

the PCB on the conformed mechanical support, that is equal tothe spatial resolution

of the rigid version, namely 7.4 mm. Moreover, letR denote the local curvature

radius of the mechanical support andhc the height of the silicone caps bonded on the

PCB. Then, the spatial resolution of the conformed sensor patch locally varies in the

range±(hc∗ r f lat)/R from the flat valuer f lat. In particular, by considering a curvature

radius of 3 cm, beinghc = 4 mm andr f lat = 7.4 mm, it is possible to estimate that the

spatial resolution of the conformed sensor patch can locally vary of±1 mm from the

spatial resolution of the rigid version, by resulting in a non uniform resolution equal

to 7.4± 1 mm.

3.3 Conformable sensor calibration

In the following, an extension of the calibration procedureoriginally presented in 2.6.1

is proposed to handle the complex shape of the tactile sensorpatch. In fact, to provide
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a) b)

c) d)

Figure 3.4: Conformable sensor patch during assembly phases: a) perspective view,
b) side view, c) perspective view of the complete sensor prototype, d) completed
sensor prototype.

the user with a contact force vector and contact position expressed in a single refer-

ence frame fixed to the sensor, the calibration procedure hasto take into account the

orientation of suitable reference frames attached to each module with respect to the

given sensor frame. Furthermore, a comparison between two calibration algorithms

with different computational complexity will be reported: one basedon an Artificial

Neural Network (ANN) and the other one based on a simple linear mapping.

The calibration procedure has been implemented by using, asreference sensor, a

six-axis load cell, manufactured by ATI. The model used is the FTD-Nano-17, with a

measurement range equal to±12 N and±17 N for horizontal and vertical force com-

ponents, respectively. The measurement range for all torque components is equal to

±120 Nmm. First of all, in order to install the conformable sensor patch on the ref-

erence sensor a second support with the same shape of the one realized for the robot

arm has been 3D printed. Figure 3.5 shows the calibration setup with the sensor patch

mounted on the mechanical adapter, fixed to the reference sensor. The computation

of the calibration parameters for each sensing module requires that the axis of the

reference frame of the ATI sensor and the axis of the reference frame of the sensing

module, on which the external force is applied, are aligned.Let Σsi be the reference

frame of theith sensing module andΣAT I the reference frame of the ATI sensor. On

the basis of the 3D CAD models, the rotation matrixRAT I
si

for each sensing module
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Figure 3.5: Calibration setup.

can be defined. Then, with the choice of the reference frames reported in Fig. 3.5, the

following equation, that allows to rotate the force vector measured by the ATI sensor

in the ith sensing module reference frame, can be written:

f si =
(
RAT I

si

)T
f AT I (3.1)

where f AT I = ( f AT I
x f AT I

y f AT I
z )T is the vector that contains the force components

expressed in the ATI sensor frame,f si = ( f si
x f si

y f si
z )T is the vector that contains the

force components expressed in theith sensing module frame and the rotation matrix

RAT I
si

is defined as

RAT I
si
= Rz (π/2) Ry (θi) , (3.2)

whereθi is the angle between theyAT I e xsi axes, positively defined for counter-

clockwise rotation about theyAT I axis, that can be extracted from the 3D CAD model

of the mechanical support.

To collect data for the calibration of the sensor patch, an operator carried out at

least two experiments for each sensing module, by using a stiff flat object to apply

different external forces. In particular, the operator manually interacted with each

sensing module being careful to apply forces with components along all the direc-

tions, defined by the frame of the sensing module itself, and with amplitudes varying

from the value 0 N to the sensor full scale. For each experiment, all the voltage varia-

tionsVsi = (Vsi
1 Vsi

2 Vsi
3 Vsi

4 )T measured by the PTs belonging to the sensing module,

and the force componentsf AT I measured by the reference sensor have been acquired.

Then, for each experiment the measuredf AT I have been rotated according to (3.1)
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in order to obtain the correct force componentsf si . The collected data have been

divided in two sets: a training set used to identify the calibration parameters and a

validation set used to validate the accuracy of the calibration. With these data two

phenomenological models have been calibrated and compared.

The first model considers the force components as a linear combination of the

measured voltages as

f si
x = (ksi

x )TVsi (3.3)

f si
y = (ksi

y )TVsi (3.4)

f si
z = (ksi

z )Tg(Vsi ), (3.5)

where the vector functiong(·) is the absolute value applied to each component of

the vectorVsi and the three 4× 1 vectorsksi
x , ksi

y andksi
z represent the calibration

parameters to identify. Starting from the training set data, these parameters have

been identified with a simple least square algorithm by inverting Eqs. (3.3), (3.4)

and (3.5), respectively, written for each point of the training data set. Then, the

identified parameters have been used to evaluate the accuracy of the calibration phase,

by computing the estimated force components for the validation data set, as

f̂ si
x = (ksi

x )TVsi (3.6)

f̂ si
y = (ksi

y )TVsi (3.7)

f̂ si
z = (ksi

z )Tg(Vsi ), (3.8)

where f̂ si
x , f̂ si

y and f̂ si
z are the estimated force values for theith sensing module.

As second model af si
NN(·) ANN operator has been considered, namely, for theith

sensing module

f si = f si
NN(Vsi ). (3.9)

In particular, a standard two-layer feed-forward neural network, trained with the

Levenberg-Marquardt method, has been used to fit the training data. Different num-

ber of neurons of the hidden layer for the ANN have been tested, and the solution

providing a good trade-off between the training error and complexity has been found

with 6 neurons. Thus, for each sensing module, an ANN with these characteristics

has been trained and then its performance has been evaluatedby using the corre-

sponding validation data set.

The force components estimated by using both models have been compared to

the measured ones. In Fig. 3.6, as an example, for a sensing module the estimated
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Figure 3.6: Force components for a training data set: X component (top), Y compo-
nent (middle), Z component (bottom).

force components are compared to the actual force components measured by the

reference sensor, for a training data set, just to verify theconvergence of the training

algorithm. Instead, Fig. 3.7 shows the accuracy of the calibration, by reporting, for

the same sensing module, the estimated and the measured force components by using

the validation data set. The estimation appears satisfactory for all force components

with both calibration models.

In order to evaluate the calibration performance in a quantitative way, a synthetic

index has been computed for each force component and for bothmodels. The quality

index is defined as

ek =
1
N

N∑

i=0

∣∣∣∣ f si
k (i) − f̂ si

k (i)
∣∣∣∣, (3.10)

wherek = x, y, z indicates the force component,N is the number of samples,f si
k is

the force componentk of the ith sensing element and̂f si
k the corresponding estimated

value. Figures 3.8 and 3.9 report the mean errors computed asin Eq. (3.10) and evalu-
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Figure 3.7: Force components for a validation data set: X component (top), Y com-
ponent (middle), Z component (bottom).

ated for the entire 6×6 sensor matrix considering the two calibration approaches. The

use of the calibration approach based on the ANN model provides a better accuracy

for the shear force components for most of the sensing elements; but, it introduces a

greater mean error for the normal force component. Moreover, the better accuracy of

the ANN model is not enough to justify its computational complexity compared to

the linear model. By considering the full scales of each sensing element, which are

±4 N for the shear components and 14 N for the normal component,the maximum

mean error is less than 7.5%.

Up to now, all modules have been calibrated one by one. Instead, by using the

same calibration parameters for all sensing modules, estimated on a module located

in the middle of the patch, a degradation of the accuracy is expected. To quantify

it, the linear model is adopted for all sensing modules and the results are reported

in Fig. 3.10. The maximum mean error is less than 15%, which isthe double of the

former calibration approach, but using a significantly lesstime consuming calibration

procedure. It is evident that for whole body applications, agood trade off can be: the
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Figure 3.8: Estimation errors with calibration of each sensing module using the Lin-
ear Combination approach.
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Figure 3.9: Estimation errors with calibration of each sensing module using the ANN
approach.

use of the first strategy (more accurate and time-consuming)for parts (e.g., arms,

hands) where the interactions with the environment are manyand intentional; the

use of the second approach (less accurate but very time-saving) for parts (e.g., torso,

legs) where typically only unintentional interactions canoccur. Table 3.1 provides a

comparison of the three calibration approaches. It reportsthe mean estimation error

and the standard deviation for each calibration approach computed considering the

36 sensing modules. The absolute accuracy of the shear components is less than

the one of the normal component, but taking into account the force range previously

described, the relative accuracy results to be equivalent for all the force components.

The process needed to provide conformability to the described sensor has been

carefully designed and tuned in order to do not introduce significant alterations to

the sensor characteristics, already studied for the rigid prototype of the tactile sensor.

Properties such as repeatability, hysteresis, time response and signal to noise ratio

have been again analyzed with the same methodology reportedin Section 2.6.1 and

they result to be very close to those obtained for the rigid sensor prototype:

• sensitivity:≈ 0.2 N
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Figure 3.10: Estimation errors with the same calibration matrix for all sensing mod-
ules using the Linear Combination approach.

Table 3.1: Comparison of the three calibration approaches in terms of mean estima-
tion error and standard deviation.

Mean error [N] Standard deviation [N]
Approach fx fy fz fx fy fz
Lin. comb. 0.1469 0.1657 0.4139 0.0363 0.0460 0.1052

ANN 0.1357 0.1445 0.4290 0.0485 0.0457 0.1497
Lin. comb. (one calib. matrix) 0.3964 0.2728 0.7388 0.1293 0.1011 0.2483

• repeatability error:≈ 6%

• hysteresis error:≈ 10%

• response time:≈ 0.001 s

An important remark concerns the hysteresis error. Its limited value allows to use the

sensor information without introducing further compensation algorithms differently

from other solutions based on soft foam materials [77].
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Part II

Control: manual guidance,

intuitive programming, collision

detection and reaction
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CHAPTER4
The force/tactile sensor as

Human-Machine Interface

How users will interact with robots of the future came out of the factories? This

is still an open question, certainly not through a keyboard and a mouse or through

a heavy teach pendant. Someone say that speech will be the preferred interaction

modality, but some decades ago this was envisioned for the personal computers too,

and this did not happen. While, nowadays touchpads are by farthe most widespread

interface of both PC’s and other digital devices, from smartphones and tablets to car

on board computers. Tactile interaction is becoming the preferred way to provide

commands to our digital assistants and ask them to do something for us. Imagine

that such a modality were available also for interacting with robots, then it would

be quite natural to command robots by simply touching them, not only for teaching

them new movements but also for asking them to carry out the task we need in a

certain moment. Robots are 6-dimensional machines that canmove themselves and

objects in their world, so simple touches might not be enoughto teach them complex

movements or to ask them the large variety of tasks they are able to perform. More

complex haptic gestures could be needed and motion commandsin specific directions

in space are surely needed to learn new movements.

4.1 What is a human-machine interface

To the aim of a close collaboration between humans and robotsthe use of human-

machine interfaces (HMI) is exploited to enable the perception of the users, including

many of their important communication cues, such as speech,gestures, head orien-

tation, and to allow robust interaction between the human and the robot. A huge

number of HMI solutions exist and most of them exploit more than one perception
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system (multi-modal perception). A large portion is constituted by vision-based sys-

tem [78, 79, 80, 81, 82, 83] in which the main drawbacks are thebackground variabil-

ity, the bad lighting conditions and the computational time. Computer video camera,

Microsoft Kinect [84], RGB-D camera, is used to detect humanmotions, i.e., face

and hand gesture, head orientation, arm posture. Another smaller part is constituted

by more complex systems in which different perceptional and communicative cues

are fused together in order to build multi-modal dialogue components that enable the

robot to engage in task-oriented dialogue with their users in a more natural way. They

include systems for spontaneous speech recognition, multi-modal dialogue process-

ing, and visual perception of a user, e.g., localization, tracking and identification of

the face and hand of the user, recognition of pointing gestures [85, 86, 87, 88]. How-

ever, all the mentioned approaches use different sensors, i.e., vision camera or Kinect,

microphone, IMUs and they use computationally expensive frameworks to fuse the

data acquired from all the sensors and then take a decision. So, integrating such sys-

tems in a real-time task in which there is a physical collaboration between the human

and the machine, represents, by now, an important challenge. An intuitive and very

fast way for interaction with people is offered by the tactile interaction. Haptic cues

can usually be interpreted very quickly as demonstrated in [89, 90] and tactile sensor

can be used to classify different types of touch [91, 92]. The KUKA LWR 4+ has

been used in [93] for executing complex tasks in collaboration with humans; switch-

ing between task segments and control modalities has been implemented through

simple haptic gestures that the user had to apply to the last robot link, e.g., pushing

or pulling in a certain Cartesian direction. Such approach has only a limited number

of gestures due to the limited accuracy in the estimation of contact force vector based

on the sole residuals. In case a distributed tactile map wereavailable, the number of

haptic gestures could be greatly enlarged owing to the richness of the captured infor-

mation, but still with a fast response. Imagine if a notebook-like touch pad would be

available on one or more robot links, collaboration with a robot could become very

intuitive and complex at the same time. Imagine also that thesame device is able to

provide contact force vector estimates on many points, thenit could be exploited also

to move the robot links not only for programming but also during task execution to

dynamically reconfigure a redundant arm in a more natural andcomfortable posture

for the user. Naturally, a standard touch pad would not be suitable for mounting on a

robot link since the rigid device would be damaged quite easily by the first accidental

collision. Also capacitive touch pads are not easily conformable to curved surfaces

and cannot estimate contact forces.
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This Section shows how the force/tactile sensor can be actually used as an in-

put device for sending commands to the robot, e.g., commandsfor changing control

modality or selecting a task to execute. Different recognition methods, e.g., Finite

State Machine, Artificial Neural Network [94, 95], Hidden Markov Model [96, 97],

Features extrapolation [98], that differ in complexity and performance are described

in the literature [99], but most of them are applied to inertial and camera systems.

In this thesis three algorithms have been designed taking into account the sen-

sor transduction principle and the sensor data collection.The first one is used to

recognize gestures that are applied with static contact on the sensor surface, while,

the other two methods are used to recognize dynamic and more complex touch ges-

tures. The sensor provides 288 bytes corresponding to the voltage signals of the 144

taxels. Starting from the idea behind the classic features extrapolation techniques,

different features are computed with the sensor raw data according to the complexity

of the gestures to recognize. Moreover, a suitable preprocessing stage and a classi-

fier have been proposed considering the specific feature adopted for each recognition

algorithm.

4.2 Static gesture recognition

The first method is presented to simply show how the sensor information can be ex-

ploited to recognize tactile gestures using a simple algorithm. The sensor signals are

organized in a 12× 12 matrix corresponding to the sensor pressure map. The latter

is used as recognition feature. Since only a small set of gestures has been consid-

ered, a simple algorithm such as the dot product-based recognition [100] is used to

recognize static tactile gestures. This can be achieved by defining an elementary set

of tactile gestures (codebook), i.e., a set of modalities totouch the sensor patch by a

human hand. A part of the selected set of tactile gestures is reported in the left side

of Fig. 4.1.

A tactile map corresponds to each tactile gesture that can berepresented with a

12× 12 matrix constituted by the signals from all the taxels, thus a recognition can

be performed by resorting to algorithms typically used for image processing applica-

tions. In fact, for each time instant a static representation of the tactile map, i.e, an

image of 12× 12 pixels can be obtained by properly pre-processing the acquired raw

data. In a pre-elaboration stage an image of boolean values (“0” and “1”) is obtained

by thresholding the sensor voltage signals. Moreover, a bounding box that contains

the detected gesture, depicted in the bit-map image as a group of “1” elements, is
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identified and it is translated in the upper-left corner of the bit-map image. The elab-

orated gesture can now be used in the recognition process. Let xi be the 144×1 vector

that contains the 12 columns of the bit-map image corresponding to theith gesture

to be recognized andy the 144× 1 vector that contains the columns of the bit-map

image corresponding to the acquired tactile image. The dot product is calculated as

in Eq. (4.1), and the result provides a likelihood measure between the vectorsxi and

y, i.e.,

si =

144∑

j=1

xi j y j (4.1)

The highersi , the closer (in the Hamming sense) the two vectors are and themore

alike the corresponding gestures are. The dot product-based recognition is by far the

fastest and easiest gesture recognition method and it is able to recognize letters and

digits. However, this method is not universal, it will oftenhave a problem separating

circles and squares, but this is the price for simplicity andspeed. In Figure 4.1 four

gestures and the corresponding tactile maps are shown. Gestures like vertical line,

horizontal line, line along the main and secondary diagonalare considered. It is

evident how the raw data provide a complete information about the contact that occurs

on the deformable layer of the sensor.

4.3 Dynamic gesture recognition

Two different methods used to recognize dynamic gestures are presented. For the first

one, the pressure map obtained reorganizing the 144 tactilesensor signals in a 12×12

matrix has been chosen as recognition feature, while, the second one exploits the in-

formation about the force contact point in order to recognize more complex gestures.

Figure 4.2 reports a scheme that highlights the training pipeline (right branch) and

the recognition pipeline (left branch). The sensor starts acquiring the gesture applied

by the user as soon as a contact on the deformable layer is detected. The gesture data

are collected until the contact ends. In order to make the recognition process inde-

pendent from the particular sensor contact area on which thegesture is applied, the

data pass through a pre-elaboration/normalization stage. The preprocessed gesture is,

then, compared to each gesture contained in a training set, which is preliminarily col-

lected. The gesture selection is made on the basis of a maximum likelihood criteria.

The pre-elaboration/normalization phase and the error index computation dependon

the specific recognition feature used in each implemented method.

For the sake of completeness, the Nearest-Neighbor Interpolation algorithm [101]
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Figure 4.1: Applied gestures and corresponding tactile maps.
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Figure 4.2: Schematization of training and recognition pipelines for haptic gesture
recognition.

(NNA) used in the recognition methods is briefly recalled below. Let consider a

generic interpolation algorithm in the following linear form

f (x) =
∑

z∈Zq

fkφ(x − k), ∀x =
(
x1, x2, . . . , xq

)
∈ Rq, (4.2)

where an interpolated valuef (x) at some coordinatex in a space of dimensionq is

expressed as a linear combination of the samplesfk evaluated at integer coordinates

k =
(
k1, k2, . . . , kq

)
∈ Zq, being the value of the functionφ(x − k) the interpolation

weight. Typical values of the space dimension correspond tobidimensional images

(2D), with q = 2 and tridimensional volumes (3D), withq = 3. In the specific

case when all coordinates ofx = k0 are integer, the following formulation can be

considered

fk0 =
∑

z∈Zq

fkφ(k0 − k), ∀k0 ∈ Z
q, (4.3)

which represents a discrete convolution. On the basis of thespecific synthesis func-

tion φ used in the interpolation process, several interpolation algorithms that differ in

complexity and accuracy can be identified [102]. The Nearest-Neighbor algorithm
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is the simplest interpolation technique from a computational point of view used in

image processing for image scaling. The synthesis functionassociated to it is the

simplest of all, since it is made of a square pulse. For simplicity its expression for a

space of dimensiond = 1 is reported

φ(x) =


1, if 0 ≤ |x| < 0.5

0, if 0.5 ≤ |x|
. (4.4)

The main interest of this synthesis function is its simplicity, which results in the most

efficient of all implementations. In fact, for any coordinatex where it is desired to

compute the value of the interpolated functionf , there is only one samplefk that con-

tributes, no matter how many dimensionsq are involved. The price to pay is a severe

loss of quality. The algorithm performs image magnificationby pixel replication and

image reduction by sparse point sampling, and it derives itsprimary use as a tool for

real-time magnification.

4.3.1 Map-based recognition algorithm

For the first recognition algorithm the sensor tactile map, suitably adapted and elab-

orated, represents the recognition feature. As described in Section 4.2, to each tactile

gesture corresponds a tactile map that can be represented with a 12×12 matrix consti-

tuted by the signals from all the taxels. For each time instant a static representation of

the tactile map, i.e, an image of 12×12 pixels can be obtained by properly processing

the acquired raw data and in a preliminary stage an image of “0” and “1” values is

obtained by thresholding the sensor signals. During the gesture acquisition, maps ob-

tained in each time instant are element-wise multiplied. Atthe end, a representation,

in terms of an image of 12× 12 pixels, of the route traced by the user finger on the

contact surface of the sensor is available. Given that the gesture could be generally

traced anywhere on the available sensor contact area, a pre-elaboration/normalization

phase is necessary so that the recognition algorithm can properly work independently

from that area. Starting from the map provided at the end of the acquisition phase, a

bounding box that contains the detected gesture (see Fig. 4.3), depicted in the bit-map

image as a group of “1” elements, is identified. The reduced image, which represents

the detected gesture, is rescaled in order to obtain a new image of 12× 12 pixels

by applying the NNA. The elaborated gesture can now be used inthe recognition

process. The decision is made by evaluatingn × m error indexes obtained by com-

paring the elaborated gesture to then gestures, which are preliminarily acquired for
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Figure 4.3: Pre-elaboration/Normalization phase adopted for the first recognition
method.

m times, collected in the training set and choosing the gesture corresponding to the

lowest error index. The error indexes are computed according to the Hamming dis-

tance3 between the bit-map matrices. The described algorithm has been summarized

with the pseudocode Algorithm 3.

Algorithm 3 Pseudocode of the Map-based recognition algorithm.
Require: 144 tactile sensor signals

Ensure: Recognized gesture

1: initialization

2: while TRUEdo

3: TactileMap=extractTactileMap(sensorSignals)

4: TactileMap+=TactileMap (element-wise sum)

5: if sensorNotTouchedthen

6: ClippedTactileMap=getBoundingBox(TactileMap)

7: scaledTactileMap=NNA(ClippedTactileMap)

8: for eachi-th gesture in the codebookdo

9: Hi=compare(scaledTactileMap,codebooki ) (in terms of Hamming dis-

tance)

10: end for

11: makeDecision(H)

12: clear(TactileMap)

13: end if

14: end while

3The Hamming distance between two matrices of equal size is the number of positions at which
the corresponding elements are different.
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4.3.2 Centroid-based recognition algorithm

The method of the previous section is able to recognize in an efficient way differ-

ent touch gestures, e.g., numbers, chars, geometric primitives. However, the use of

a bit-map image as recognition feature does not allow to discriminate the direction

with which the gesture is made, e.g., a line from left to rightand vice versa. This

second method intends to overcome this disadvantage exploiting the force contact

point provided by the sensor, which brings information concerning both the area on

which the touch gesture is applied and the direction with which it is traced. By prop-

erly processing the sensor raw data, it is possible to estimate the spatial coordinate

of the force contact point w.r.t. a reference frame fixed on the tactile sensor (refer

to Sec. 2.6.2 for more details). Let definegx andgy as the vectors that contain thex

andy components of the contact point, respectively, whose size depends on the time

needed by the user to trace the gesture on the sensor surface.The couple
(
gx, gy

)
rep-

resents the gesture feature. The normalization stage foresees two successive feature

elaborations. First, the vectorsgx andgy are resampled exploiting the NNA in order

to produce a time-independent gesture feature,
(
gt

x, g
t
y

)
. The latter is, then, normal-

ized to obtain a gesture feature independent from the area ofthe sensor on which the

gesture is traced, i.e.,

ḡi =
gt

i −mingt
i

maxgt
i −mingt

i

with i = x, y. (4.5)

Figure 4.4 shows an example of a touch gesture feature after the normalization stage.

Figure 4.4(a) reports the touch gesture traced on the sensorsurface, e.g., the number

1, while Figure 4.4(b) reports the gesture feature considered during the recognition

process. As in the map-based method, the decision is made by evaluatingn × m

error indexes obtained by comparing the elaborated gestureto then gestures, which

are preliminarily acquired form times, collected in the training set and choosing

the gesture corresponding to the lower error index. In this case, the error indexes

are calculated as the Euclidean distance between the feature of the acquired gesture(
ḡx, ḡy

)
and then×m features contained in the codebook

(
ĝ j

x, ĝ
j
y

)
with j = 1, . . . , n×m,

i.e.,

Edj =
1
2



√√√ l∑

k=1

(
ḡx(k) − ĝ j

x(k)
)2
+

√√√ l∑

k=1

(
ḡy(k) − ĝ j

y(k)
)2

 (4.6)

where j = 1, . . . , n×mandl is the number of elements of the vectorsḡx andḡy chosen

in the resampling phase.
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Table 4.1: Confusion matrix of the dot product-based gesture recognition algorithm.

Recognized/Traced Horizontal line Vertical line Main diagonal Secondary diagonal

Horizontal line 86.6% 0.0% 6.7% 6.7%
Vertical line 0.0% 83.3% 8.3% 8.3%

Main diagonal 6.7% 8.3% 85.0% 0.0%
Secondary diagonal 6.7% 8.3% 0.0% 86.6%

The described algorithm has been summarized with the pseudocode Algorithm

4.

Algorithm 4 Pseudocode of the Centroid-based recognition algorithm.
Require: 144 tactile sensor signals

Ensure: Recognized gesture

1: initialization

2: while TRUEdo

3: cp=extractContactPoint(sensorSignals) (as described in [70])

4: if sensorNotTouchedthen

5: resampledCP=NNA(cp)

6: normalizedCP=normalize(resampledCP) (as defined in Eq.(4.5))

7: for eachi-th gesture in the codebookdo

8: Ei=compare(normalizedCP,codebooki ) (as defined in Eq.(4.6))

9: end for

10: makeDecision(E)

11: clear(cp)

12: end if

13: end while

4.4 Algorithm assessment

In order to assess the recognition algorithms a set of 30 trials for each gesture have

been performed by 20 performers and the performance is assessed in terms of the

recognition rate, namely ratio between the number of correctly recognized gestures

and the total number of trials.

Table 4.1 reports a confusion matrix for the dot product-based algorithm used

to recognize static touch gesture: a recognition rate higher than 80% has been ob-

tained for each gesture. The algorithm results to be extremely simple, but it is able
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Table 4.2: Confusion matrix of the map-based algorithm.

Recognized/Traced a b c d e

a 95.3% 3.3% 0.0% 2.3% 2.3%
b 3.3% 93.3% 2.7% 6.7% 9.7%
c 0.0% 2.3% 95.3% 5.7% 2.7%
d 1.3% 1.0% 0.7% 85.3% 2.3%
e 0.0% 0.0% 1.3% 0.0% 83.0%

Table 4.3: Confusion matrix of the centroid-based algorithm.

Recognized/Traced a b c d e

a 100.0% 0.0% 11.3% 0.0% 2.3%
b 0.0% 100.0% 0.0% 11.3% 0.3%
c 0.0% 0.0% 86.0% 0.0% 2.7%
d 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 88.0% 0.0%
e 0.3% 0.0% 2.7% 0.0% 94.7%

to recognize only simple gestures applied with static contacts on the sensor surface.

This characteristic represents a critical disadvantage that limits the touch gestures

applicable with a human hand to the ones showed in Fig. 4.1.

Table 4.2 and Fig. 4.5 report the results for the map-based algorithm used in the

recognition of the dynamic touch gestures in terms of recognition rate and the set

of analyzed gestures, respectively. Let define the five analyzed gesture asa for the

diagonal,b for the secondary diagonal,c for the horizontal line,d for the number 1

ande for the number 2. As said previously, the decision making is not influenced

by the direction with which the gesture is traced on the sensor surface, so, a diagonal

traced from the upper-left corner to the bottom-right corner of the sensor is equivalent

to a diagonal traced from the right-bottom corner to the upper-left corner and both

are recognized as gesturea. In order to demonstrate it, the performers have executed

the tests tracing the gestures into the two directions as shown in Fig. 4.5 by the red

arrows. The same analysis has been carried out for the centroid-based algorithm.

Table 4.3 and Fig. 4.6 report the confusion matrix and the analyzed gestures. Let

bea the diagonal traced from the upper-left corner to the bottom-right corner,b the

diagonal traced from the bottom-right corner to the upper-left corner,c the horizontal

line traced from left to right,d the horizontal line traced from right to left ande the
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(a) Diagonal. (b) Secondary diagonal. (c) Horizontal line.

(d) Number 1. (e) Number 2.

Figure 4.5: Gestures analyzed for the map-based recognition algorithm.

(a) Diagonal from Upper-Left
corner to Bottom-Right cor-
ner.

(b) Diagonal from Bottom-
Right to Upper-Left corner
corner.

(c) Horizontal line from Left
to Right.

(d) Horizontal line from Right
to Left.

(e) Number 1.

Figure 4.6: Gestures analyzed for the centroid-based recognition algorithm.
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number 1 traced from left to right. It is evident, from the confusion matrix reported

in Table 4.3, that the algorithm is able to discriminate the direction of the gesture.

In order to evaluate the dependency of the algorithm on the specific performer, the

standard deviation of the recognition rate has been computed considering the results

obtained with the 20 performers for each gesture following Eq. (4.7)

σh =


1
N

N∑

i=1

(
Ri,h − µh

)2


1
2

, h = a, b, . . . , (4.7)

whereN is the number of performers,Ri,h is the average recognition rate achieved

by theith performer for thehth gesture andµh is the average recognition rate ofhth

gesture achieved by all performers computed as

µh =
1
N

N∑

i=1

Ri,h, h = a, b, . . . . (4.8)

The results are reported in Fig. 4.7. The centroid-based algorithm shows a higher

recognition rate for both simple and complex gestures, i.e., diagonals and numbers,

and it is proven to be more independent from the codebook preliminarily acquired.

Moreover, given the discrete nature of the features involved in the recognition pro-

cess, i.e., the bit-map image and the coordinates of the contact point depends on the

spatial resolution of the sensor, gestures such as horizontal lines, in some cases, are

bad recognized for the difficulty to trace a really straight line. Finally, the low values

of the standard deviations compared to the high value of the average recognition rates

demonstrate that almost all algorithms are fairly independent from the performers.

The centroid-based method is totally independent from the performer for the diag-

onal gestures that result easy to recognise, i.e., those with a 100% recognition rate.

This feature is quite important since it allows the algorithms to be used effectively

without any special training of the user.
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Figure 4.7: Assessment of algorithm sensitivity to the performer: average and stan-
dard deviation of gesture recognition rates for the varius performers (see Eqs. (4.7)
and (4.8)).
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CHAPTER5
The force/tactile sensor for physical

Human-Robot Interaction

The same device used so far to recognize haptic gestures can be adopted as a dis-

tributed force sensor to handle both intentional and unintentional contacts. In both

cases, the accuracy in the detection of the contact force direction is crucial for en-

suring a safe interaction with the human operator. In applications where the contact

is intentional (advanced programming methods, interaction with the environment,

manipulation), contact points are typically located on thelinks and an accurate esti-

mation of both the location and contact force vector is needed for a proper motion

of the robot, e.g., allowing the user to move the robot links along specific Cartesian

directions and improving the intuitiveness of the collaboration. For handling unin-

tentional collisions on other parts of the robot body a more rough information on

contact location, but an accurate detection of the direction is needed for ensuring a

safe behaviour of the robot, i.e., quickly moving the arm away from the operator who

touched the robot.

5.1 Comparison between direct and indirect contact force

sensing on a real robot

The aim of this section is to provide a validation of the calibration procedure de-

scribed in Section 3.3 by testing the force/tactile sensor when mounted on a real

robot as well as a comparison with two indirect techniques adopted by KUKA robots

for providing information about the external forces exerted on the manipulator rigid

links in terms of the estimation accuracy of the force vector. In particular, the more

accurate, even though time consuming, calibration procedure has been selected for

comparison purposes. A KUKA LWR4+ and a KUKA iiwa have been used for the
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estimation accuracy analysis. In both cases the sensor is connected to an acquisition

board with a flat cable long enough to avoid to install it on therobot and the sensor

voltages are acquired through the “scanning strategy” detailed in Section 2.4. The

board sends over a USB connection the acquired raw data to a PCrunning a sensor

library (see Section 7 for detailed information) for interfacing with the data acquisi-

tion board. The sensor library is able to provide, on the basis of the sensor voltages,

the estimated force vectors applied to the 36 sensor modules, the contact points and

the contact frames. The information are sent via a UDP socketto a second PC used

to execute the robot control algorithm.

5.1.1 Residual-based method

In the first comparison the KUKA LWR4+ is considered. Two sensor patches are

installed on the robot, one on the end effector and the other one on the third link

(see Fig. 5.1). Several times, a force is applied by an operator to the force/tactile

sensor on a single contact point while the robot is fixed in a given joint configuration,

so as to allow a fair comparison with the contact force estimated using the residual-

based method proposed in [103]. For the sake of completeness, such approach is

briefly illustrated below. Consider the robot dynamic model, neglecting joint friction

torques,

M (q) q̈ + C (q, q̇) q̇ + g (q) = τ + τext, (5.1)

whereq ∈ R7 is the vector of the generalized coordinates,M (q) is the symmetric,

positive definite inertia matrix,C (q, q̇) is the matrix of Coriolis and centrifugal terms,

g (q) is the vector of gravity torques,τ is the vector of control torques,τext is the

vector of torques due to external contact forces acting on the robot. The contact

force estimation has been computed considering an approximate dynamic model of

the KUKA LWR 4+ robot by neglecting friction torques.

By defining the generalized momentum of the robot as

p = M (q) q̇ (5.2)

the residual vectorr ∈ R7 can be expressed as

r = K I

(
p −

∫ t

0

(
τ − CT (q, q̇) q̇ − g (q) + r

)
ds

)
, (5.3)

with r |t=0 = 0 andK I a diagonal positive definite matrix. From Eqs. (5.1) and (5.2),
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(b) The sensor patch installed on the third link.

Figure 5.1: The force/tactile sensor on the KUKA LWR 4+.
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the dynamic ofr can be expressed as

ṙ = K I (τext− r ) . (5.4)

By choosing a gainK I large enough, assuming perfect knowledge of the dynamic

model parameters, the asymptotic solution of (5.3) is

r = τext. (5.5)

If Fk ∈ R
3 is an external force applied to a generic point of the robot and Jk (q) is

the 3× 7 Jacobian matrix associated to the contact point on the robot, the external

torques, and thus the residual computed as in Eq. (5.5), are related toFk as

τext = JT
k (q) Fk. (5.6)

By solving Eq. (5.6), the component of the contact force vector not laying in the null

space ofJT
k (q) can be computed as

F̂k =
(
JT

k (q)
)#
τext, (5.7)

where
(
JT

k (q)
)#

is the generalized inverse of the Jacobian transpose.

The first experiment involves the force/tactile sensor installed on a ATI F/T Mini45

sensor mounted on the robot end effector. The force measured with the ATI F/T

sensor has been used as ground-truth. Figure 5.2 reports thecomponents of the

force measured with the two sensors and the force componentsestimated with the

residual-based method, while Table 5.1 reports the mean errors computed by means

of Eq. (3.10). By observing the maximum value measured with the reference sensor

for both the shear and normal components, the mean error for the tactile sensor is less

than the 5%, while for the force estimated with the residual method it is about 30%.

The force estimated with the residual-based method is clearly less accurate than the

force measured by the tactile sensor. The greater estimation error likely depends on

the use of an uncertain and approximate dynamic model available in the KUKA FRI

Library.

The second experiment involves the force/tactile sensor installed on the third link

of the KUKA LWR 4+. In this case study, the force measured with the proposed sen-

sor has been compared only with the force estimated with the residual-based method

since it was impossible to install the ATI sensor on the robotlink. The results are
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Table 5.1: Estimation errors with respect to the ATI F/T Mini45 sensor expressed in
Newtons.

Sensor fx err fy err fz err

Tactile sensor 0.1412 0.1136 0.5721
Residual 1.1818 0.7100 4.9900

reported in Fig. 5.3, where large errors on the residual-based estimation of thex

component of the contact force are experienced. This is easily explained since the

x axis of the base frame, in which the force vectors are expressed, lies along the

direction parallel to the third, which is in a configuration such that in this direction

external forces are balanced by the mechanical structure ofthe arm and not by the

joint torques. Also they component is not perfectly estimated by the residual-based

method even tough this component does not belong to the null space of the Jacobian

transpose. From a safety point of view, this is a nice featureof the force/tactile

sensor, since it allows the robot to detect contacts that cannot be detected by the other

method. Moreover, since the sensor provides a direct measurement of the contact

force, its installation on different parts of the robot structure does not affect the esti-

mation accuracy. Differently, as reported in [104], the closer to the robot base isthe

contact point, the greater is the error of the residual estimation. Moreover, if three ore

more contacts occur on the structure of a robot with seven or less DOF it is not possi-

ble to estimate the corresponding external forces, but justinformation on the external

joint torques can be obtained. On the other hand, if a specificapplication required

a higher full scale range for the tactile sensor the mechanical structure of the latter,

e.g., the deformable layer, would have to be redesigned by using a silicone with a

higher shore hardness. This issue does not affect the residual-based method since the

full scale of the estimated residual depends on the limits ofthe robot structure and

sensors.

5.1.2 Joint torque sensor-based method

In the second comparison the KUKA iiwa is considered. A sensor patch is installed

on the third link, while, an ATI F/T Sensor Mini45 is mounted on the robot end

effector as show in Fig. 5.4. The KUKA Sunrise.Connectivity FRILibrary allows to

obtain information about the external joint torques related to a contact force applied

to the robot structure by simply calling a software routine.Such data is provided
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Figure 5.2: Components of the force applied to the robot end effector expressed in
base frame.
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Figure 5.3: Components of the force applied to the third linkof the robot expressed
in the base frame.
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(a) The sensor patch installed on the third link.

(b) The ATI F/T Sensor Mini45 installed on the end effector.

Figure 5.4: The force/tactile sensor on the KUKA iiwa.
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on the basis of both the joint torque sensors measurements and the knowledge of the

commanded joint torques. Suppose that the robot has rigid joints, so as to simplify the

system model by neglecting the elastic dynamic related to the KUKA iiwa actuators.

If τmeas is a 7× 1 vector that contains the seven measured joint torques andτcom

is a vector 7× 1 that contains the seven commanded joint torques, the jointtorques

corresponding to an external contact can be simply obtainedas

τext = τmeas− τcom. (5.8)

In the hypothesis that one external contact is applied to therobot and that the contact

point pk is known, an estimation of the force vectorFk can be computed with the

following equation

F̂k = (JT
k )#τext. (5.9)

whereJk is the 3× n Jacobian matrix computed in the point where the forceFk is

acting on the robot. Note that the estimate will be limited toonly those components of

Fk that can be detected by the external toques. In particular, all forcesFk ∈ N(JT
k (q))

will not be recovered in̂Fk. As reported in [103], Eq. 5.9 can be extended to the case

of multiple simultaneous contact points. On the basis of theobservations reported in

Sec. 5.1.1, let consider two contact forces (k = 1, 2) acting on two different contact

points p1 and p2. Then, the equation become


F̂1

F̂2

 =
(
JT

1 (q)JT
2 (q)

)#
τext. (5.10)

As before, the estimation will be intrinsically limited to the components of each con-

tact force not lying in the kernel of the respective Jacobiantranspose.

Again, a force is applied by an operator to the robot structure and the measured

force is compared with the contact force estimated using thejoint torque sensor-

based method described above. In the first experiment, the robot has been position

controlled commanding a constant joint trajectory (joint velocities q̇ = 0), so as to

considered a static condition. Figures 5.5 and 5.6 report the comparison results. In

the first part of the experiment contact forces along different directions are applied

to one point of the robot structure, first on the robot end effector, then, on the force/-

tactile sensor (from 0 s to 41 s). On the basis of the accurate information of the point

where the external force is acting, which is provided by the force/tactile sensor, the

Jacobian computed in the contact point can be calculated andthe external force has

been estimated by Eq. (5.9). In the second part of the experiment (from 41 s to 60 s),
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Table 5.2: Estimation errors with respect to the ATI F/T Mini45 sensor and to the
force/tactile sensor expressed in Newtons.

/ t <= 41 s t > 41 s
Contact point fx err fy err fz err fx err fy err fz err

End effector 0.1310 0.1041 0.1182 0.9870 0.1166 0.8861
Third link 0.2956 0.3947 0.5084 1.8266 1.0903 2.1195

a multi-point contact is considered. Several forces are applied to both the robot end

effector and the force/tactile sensor at the same time and the external forces acting

on the two points have been estimated by using the extended formulation reported in

Eq. (5.10). As expected, the estimation of the forces applied to the end effector is

more accurate than the estimation of the forces applied to the robot third link, since

the seven measured joint torques are all used in the estimation process. Although,

a degradation in terms of the estimation accuracy has been observed when a force

is simultaneously applied to two contact points. Table 5.2 reports the mean errors,

which have been computed by means of Eq. (3.10), between the external forces es-

timated with the joint torque sensor-based method and the sensor measurements for

both the end effector, using the ATI F/T Sensor Mini45, and robot third link, using

the force/tactile sensor.

In the second experiment the forces applied to the two contact points are used to

move the robot according to the force direction in a task of manual guidance. Fig-

ures 5.7 and 5.8 show the results. As in the previous experiment, in the first part a

force is applied to a single contact point, then, the operator acts simultaneously on

the robot end effector and on the third link. This time the estimation accuracy ob-

tained with the joint torque sensor-based method are very poor due to the high noise

affecting the torque measurements during the robot joint movements. Moreover, the

use of a simplified model, which neglects the elasticity of the robot joints, signifi-

cantly affects the estimation procedure. This analysis encourages, again, the use of

a dedicated distributed force/tactile sensor in robotics applications where an accurate

measure of the magnitude and of the direction of the externalinteraction force is

needed.
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Figure 5.5: Static: components of the force applied to the robot end effector expressed
in base frame.
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Figure 5.6: Static: components of the force applied to the third link of the robot
expressed in the base frame.
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Figure 5.7: Dynamic: components of the force applied to the robot end effector
expressed in base frame.
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Figure 5.8: Dynamic: components of the force applied to the third link of the robot
expressed in the base frame.
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CHAPTER6
The control strategies

The sensing capabilities of the force/tactile sensor can be used in a wide range of

robotic applications. In this thesis, two standard controlstrategies have been imple-

mented, in order to highlight all sensor capabilities. In particular, both the cases of

intentional and unintentional contacts have been considered. In the case of inten-

tional contacts, the forces measured by the sensor are used to manually guide the

robot through multiple contact points. In the case of unintentional collisions detected

by the sensor, the measured forces are used to achieve a safe reaction strategy.

6.1 Admittance control

The choice of admittance control is motivated by the safety requirement to ensure a

robot motion in the Cartesian space coherent with the direction of the forces applied

by humans. Two contact points are considered: one (pe ∈ R
3) is located on the robot

end effector and the other (pb ∈ R
3) is located on link 3 of a 7-DOF robot. Let

fe ∈ R
3 and fb ∈ R

3 be the corresponding contact forces.

The robot control law is a standard position control in the joint space, which al-

lows to track a suitable reference joint trajectoryqr(t) ∈ R
7. This reference trajectory

is computed according to a multi-priority algorithm for manual guidance or accord-

ing to a collision reaction algorithm, depending on the magnitude of the sensed force

fb, i.e.,

qr(t) =


manual guidance,if ‖ f b‖ ≤ fth,

collision reaction, if ‖ f b‖ > fth,
(6.1)

being fth > 0 a suitable threshold.

In the case ofmanual guidance, qr (t) is computed on the basis of suitable dy-

namic relationships, or admittances, between the sensed contact forces and the dis-

placements of the contact points, as explained below.
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For a generic contact pointpc, with c = e, b, the reference acceleration ¨pc,r ,

velocity ˙pc,r and positionpc,r are computed from the forcefc measured in the contact

point by integrating the admittance equation:

p̈c,r = M−1
c ( fc − Dc ṗc,r ), (6.2)

whereMc, Dc ∈ R
3×3 are suitable positive definite matrix gains, with the meaning of

mass and damping respectively. In other words, the quantities p̈c,r , ṗc,r , pc,r represent

the desired compliant motion of a virtual body located at point pc with massMc and

dampingDc under the action of the contact forcef c.

Since the two contact points belong to the same kinematic chain, their motion

cannot be assigned arbitrarily and conflicting situations may occur. These conflicts

can be managed by the control through a suitable task priority strategy. Depending

on the specific situation, the motion of one of the two contactpoints is considered as

the main task, while the motion of the other point is considered as a secondary task.

Only the motion components of the secondary task that are notconflicting with the

main task, i.e., those projected in the null space of the Jacobian of the main task, will

be executed.

The main task can be defined, for example, at the point which istouched first.

Therefore, when the human applies a forcefe to the end effector (point pe) first,

and then applies a forcefb to the robot’s body (at pointpb), the latter will cause

a reconfiguration of the robot’s body that does not affect the motion ofpe, which

depends only onfe. Vice versa, if the human applies first a forcefb to the robot’s

body at pointpb, then the motion of pointpb will depend only onfb, also in the case

that another force will be applied at the end effector.

The tasks priorities are managed with the Null Space-based Behavioural ap-

proach [105, 106, 107, 108] and they are handled at kinematiclevel in the joint space

through IK (inverse kinematics). The joint space referenceacceleration ¨qr (t) can be

computed as

q̈r = J#
e(re− J̇eq̇r) + J̇#

eJeq̇r + (I − J#
eJe)

[
J#

b(rb − J̇bq̇r ) − Dq̇r

]
, (6.3)

whereJ#
e is the generalised inverse of the robot end effector JacobianJe ∈ R

3×7, J#
b

is the generalised inverse of the contact point JacobianJb ∈ R
3×7, (I − J#

eJe) ∈ R7×7

is the null space ofJe, D ∈ R7×7 is a positive definite matrix with the meaning of a

virtual damping, while the resolved acceleration vectorsrc ∈ R
3, with c = e, b are
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computed as

rc = p̈c,r + kd( ṗc,r − Jcq̇r ) + kp(pc,r − kc(qr )), (6.4)

beingkd, kp strictly positive gains. The reference vectors ¨pc,r , ṗc,r and pc,r are com-

puted using the admittance equation (6.2), while the vectorkc(qr) is the contact

point position computed fromqr using the forward kinematics mappingskc(qr ), with

c = e, b.

Equation (6.3) assumes that the motion of pointpe has higher priority with respect

to the motion of pointpb. The change of priority can be achieved using the same

equation, by replacing the subscripte with the subscriptb and viceversa. Notice

that, when the Jacobians are close to a singularity, high joint acceleration and speed

can be generated yielding high tracking errors and possiblydangerous situations.

To mitigate such effects the generalised inverse can be robustly calculated using the

damped least squares pseudo-inverse, with the method proposed in [109]. The same

admittance strategy can be also used to manage unexpected collisions, i.e., acollision

reactionwhen the thresholdfth in (6.1) is overcome. In this case, a safe reaction is

commanded to the robot according to the following criterion. The primary task is

interrupted and a motion of the detected contact point is commanded still according to

the admittance equation (6.2), butMc and Dc are suitably selected so as the reaction

time and the magnitude of the repulsive acceleration generate a quick reflex motion

of the robot. In particular, the point where the collision isdetected by the sensitive

skin, moves in the same direction of the applied force. Hence, the reference joint

space acceleration becomes

q̈r = J#
c( p̈c,r − J̇cq̇r + kd( ṗc,r − Jcq̇r) + kp(pc,r − kc(qr))). (6.5)

In turn, the reference joint space trajectoryqr (t) in (6.1) can be computed by

integrating (6.3) for manual guidance or (6.5) for collision reaction. Notice that,

since the JacobianJc has null columns from 4 to 7, the accelerations of the joints

from 4 to 7 computed using Eq. 6.2 are null. Therefore, the corresponding robot

links freeze just after the collision.

6.2 Control law stability

To the author’s best knowledge, the literature does not provide an analysis of the sta-

bility of a kinematic control law for redundant manipulatorbased on a second-order

Closed-Loop Inverse Kinematic (CLIK) algorithm. In [110] the authors describe a
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CLIK algorithm to control a robot manipulator and they report the theoretical anal-

ysis of the algorithm convergence on the basis of a Lyapunov argument. However,

the algorithm convergence has been demonstrated by considering a non-redundant

six-joint manipulator. Starting from the work presented in[111], in which spatial

impedance control with redundancy resolution has been considered, this section re-

ports an analysis of the control law stability described in Sec. 6.1.

Let consider the control law

q̈r = J#
e(qr )(re− J̇(qr )q̇r ) + φn, (6.6)

where Je is (6× n) Jacobian matrix relating joint velocities ˙qr to the velocities of

the end effectorve, with n equal to the number of the robot joints. Premultiplying

both sides byJe, given that ˙ve = Je(qr )q̈r + J̇e(qr )q̇r and observing thatJeJ#
e = I,

Jeφn = 0 yields

v̇e = re, (6.7)

that is a resolved end-effector acceleration that can be computed with the CLIK al-

gorithm as in (6.4). The null-space joint accelerationsφn have to be chosen so as to

ensure stabilization of the null-space motion.

Consider the matrix (I − J#
eJe) projecting a vector in the null space ofJe. Then,

let

en = (I − J#
e(qr )Je(qr ))(γ − q̇r ) (6.8)

denote the null-space velocity error whereγ is a joint velocity vector which is avail-

able for redundancy resolution. The goal is to makeen asymptotically converge to

zero. Taking the time derivative of (6.8) and using (6.6) gives the null-space dynamics

ėn = (I − J#
e(qr)Je(qr))(γ̇ − φn) − (J̇#

e(qr )Je(qr) + J#
e(qr)J̇e(qr ))(γ − q̇r ) (6.9)

whereJ̇#
e is the time derivative ofJ#

e. Consider the Lyapunov function candidate

V =
1
2

eT
n en. (6.10)

Computing the time derivative of (6.10) along the trajectories of system (6.9) yields

V̇ = eT
n (γ̇ − φn − J̇#

eJe(γ − q̇r )), (6.11)

where the dependence onqr has been dropped off and the following identities have
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been exploited

eT
n J#

e = 0T (6.12)

eT
n (I − J#

eJe) = eT
n . (6.13)

Let choose

φn = (I − J#
eJe)(γ̇ − J̇#

eJe(γ − q̇r) + Den) (6.14)

whereD is a positive definite matrix. By combining (6.11) and (6.14)yields

V̇ = eT
n (γ̇ − J̇#

eJe(γ − q̇r ) − γ̇ + J̇#
eJe(γ − q̇r ) − Den+

+ J#
eJe(γ̇ − J̇#

eJe(γ − q̇r) + Den))

= −eT
n Den < 0,

(6.15)

where the identity 6.12 has been used again. It can be concluded that the choice

(6.14) gives a negative definitėV with a positive definiteD, and thusen→ 0 asymp-

totically. With the choice of suchφn, by consideringγ = 0, the joint space reference

acceleration ¨qr become

q̈r = J#
e(re− J̇eq̇r) + J̇#

eJeq̇r + (I − J#
eJe)

[
J#

b(rb − J̇bq̇r) − Dq̇r

]
. (6.16)
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CHAPTER7
The integration on redundant

manipulators

The author worked on the integration of the proposed force/tactile sensor on four

7-DOF robots of different brands. The robots chosen for this scope are:

• a KUKA LWR 4+ kindly provided by the PRISMALab of the Università di

Napoli Federico II

• a KUKA LWR 4+ kindly provided by the Dynamic Human-Robot Interaction

(DHRI) laboratory of the Technische Universität München (TUM)

• a KUKA iiwa kindly provided by the PRISMALab of the Università di Napoli

Federico II

• a YASKAWA SIA5F provided by DIII of the Seconda Università degli Studi di

Napoli (SUN)

In all the cases, it has been shown that the technique used to install the sensor on

a robot link, which was described in Section 3.2, results to be an effective, reliable

and quick solution. As shown in Figure 7.1, the sensor has easily been conformed

to the surface of the four robots. The force/tactile sensor has been exploited in the

execution of many collaborative and safety tasks, i.e., manual guidance, intuitive

programming, collision detection and reaction. In the following sections, a brief

description of the HW/SW architectures and the system interfaces used with the four

robots are reported.
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(a) KUKA LWR 4+ at PRISMALab.

(b) KUKA LWR 4+ at TUM.

(c) KUKA iiwa at PRISMALab.

(d) YASKAWA SIA5F at DIII of the SUN.

Figure 7.1: Force/tactile sensor installed on the redundant robots.
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Figure 7.2: Communication protocol between the sensor acquisition board and the
PC.

7.1 Sensor SW drivers

As explained in the first part of this thesis, the force/tactile sensor provides 4 voltages

for each sensing module and, then, it provides 144 voltages for a patch of 36 sensing

elements. On the basis of the adopted scanning strategy, theacquisition board ex-

ploits 12 A/D channels with a resolution of 12 bit to digitize the 144 voltage signals.

The acquisition board chosen to digitize the sensor voltages is the STM32F3 Discov-

ery board, provided by STMicroelectronics, based on a STM32F3 ARM Cortex-M4

microcontroller. It is constituted of a 32-bit CPU with a clock frequency of 72 MHz,

a FPU unit, a 12-channel DMA controller and 16 A/D channels with a maximum res-

olution of 12 bits. The digitized data (288 bytes) are sent through an USB connection

to a PC with a simple communication protocol (see Fig. 7.2) with a maximum fre-

quency of about 150 Hz. The PC sends the chara to the acquisition board and, then,

it receives the 288 bytes corresponding to the digitized voltage signals. To support

the data acquisition and the data elaboration two software drivers have been devel-

oped. Firstly, a C++ Sensor Library for both Microsoft Windows and Linux O.S.

has been developed and tested with the KUKA LWR4+ and KUKA iiwa provided

by PRISMALab. Secondly, a sensor driver compliant with the ROS4 specifications

has been developed in order to make available the data provided by the sensor to a

generic robotic system. Latter has been tested with the KUKALWR4+ provided by

TUM and with the YASKAWA SIA5F available at DIII. The sensor drivers are able

to

• communicate with the acquisition board,

• compute the signals offset,

• provide the sensor Tactile Map,

4The Robot Operating System: http://www.ros.org/
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∑s

Figure 7.3: Sensor reference frame: rigid sensor.

Figure 7.4: Sensor reference frame: conformable sensor.

• compute the contact point and the force vector applied to each sensing module

w.r.t. the sensor reference frameΣs reported in Figs. 7.3 and 7.4,

• estimate the contact point(s) and the net force(s) applied to compact area(s),

• recognize touch gestures applied on the sensor surface.

On the basis of the specific control system and communicationinterface available

with each robot a proper system architecture has been definedand tested.

7.1.1 C++ sensor library

This section is aimed at providing a clear documentation to support the C++ Sensor

Library, by describing in detail all library methods. The library has been developed

for both Microsoft Windows and Linux O.S. in order to have a full compatibility
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Figure 7.5: C++ Sensor Library SW architecture.

with such robotics systems that exploit Ethernet based communication interface, e.g.,

KUKA LWR4+ and KUKA iiwa FRI Library. To work correctly with the two O.S.

the C++ Library uses different support libraries for the serial and socket communi-

cation. In any case, the Linux version needs that theBoostlibrary has been correctly

installed. Note that the serial communication under Linux O.S. has been found to

be more reliable than the serial communication under Microsoft Windows O.S.; with

Windows O.S. different errors during the data acquisition were observed. Theacqui-

sition board provides the data of a skin patch of 36 sensing elements with a maximum

frequency of 150 Hz. Since most of the control algorithms need a faster execution

frequency, the SW architecture reported in Fig. 7.5 has beenchosen. TheReadSkin

application communicates with the acquisition board by using the C++ Sensor Li-

brary. It sends the sensor information, e.g., Tactile Map, the three components of

the force exerted on the 36 sensing modules, contact point(s), recognized gesture,

through an UDP socket to theControlapplication. The latter uses a secondary thread

to asynchronously acquire the UDP packet. The data are organized in a customized

data structure,skin_socket_struct, that contains:

• skinType: integer value. It can be equal to RIGID_SKIN (0) or CONFORMA-

BLE_SKIN (1)

• calibrationMethod: integer value. It can be equal to NOT_FINE_CALIBRATION

(0) or FINE_CALIBRATION (1)

• tactileMap: a 12× 12 matrix of float values. It contains the voltage signals of

the 36 sensing modules organized in a matrix of 12× 12 elements

• fx_modules: a 6× 6 matrix of float values. It contains the x-component of the
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force vector applied to the 36 sensing modules organized in amatrix of 6× 6

elements

• fy_modules: a 6× 6 matrix of float values. It contains the y-component of the

force vector applied to the 36 sensing modules organized in amatrix of 6× 6

elements

• fz_modules: a 6× 6 matrix of float values. It contains the z-component of the

force vector applied to the 36 sensing modules organized in amatrix of 6× 6

elements

• fx_resultant: a vector of 36 float values. It contains the x-component of the net

force(s) applied to the connected component(s) detected inthe tactile map (the

number of the detected components can dynamically changes)

• fy_resultant: a vector of 36 float values. It contains the y-component of the net

force(s) applied to the connected component(s) detected inthe tactile map (the

number of the detected components can dynamically changes)

• fz_resultant: a vector of 36 float values. It contains the z-component of the net

force(s) applied to the connected component(s) detected inthe tactile map (the

number of the detected components can dynamically changes)

• contact_points: a 36× 6 matrix of float elements. It contains the:

– x-coordinate of theith compact centroid in the elementcontact_points[i][0]

– y-coordinate of theith compact centroid in the elementcontact_points[i][1]

– z-coordinate of theith compact centroid in the elementcontact_points[i][2]

– φ angle (in XYZ Euler angles representation) of the referenceframe re-

lated to thei compact centroid in the elementcontact_points[i][3]

– θ angle (in XYZ Euler angles representation) of the referenceframe re-

lated to thei compact centroid in the elementcontact_points[i][4]

– ψ angle (in XYZ Euler angles representation) of the referenceframe re-

lated to thei compact centroid in the elementcontact_points[i][5]

• numContacts: integer value. It is equal to the number of the detected contact

regions.

• recogGesture: integer value. It is equal to an integer identifier associated to the

recognized touch gesture.
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The C++ Sensor Library has been implemented as a C++ Class. In Figures 7.6

and 7.7 the Class Diagrams for the Microsoft Windows and Linux version, respec-

tively, are reported. They differ for the attributes used to establish the serial and

socket connection. In Appendix A the library, the methods and their input/output

parameters are described.

7.1.2 A ROS-based sensor driver

The C++ Sensor driver described in the previous section results to be a complete

communication interface for the proposed tactile/force sensor. It provides simple

sensor information, e.g., tactile map, or more complex sensor information, e.g., rec-

ognized touch gesture, that allow to use the sensor in the execution of different type

of robotics tasks, i.e., manual guidance, intuitive programming. However, the sensor

data are sent through an UDP connection that needs, in general, an Ethernet Switch

where the robot control cabinet, the PC used to control the robot and the PC used

to acquire the sensor data are connected and, often, non-trivial modifications to the

control algorithm code. In general creating robust, general-purpose robot software is

very hard. In the last five years the community of robotics andcomputer science re-

searchers worked on a flexible, distributed and modular framework for writing robot

software, namely Robot Operating System (ROS). ROS is a collection of tools, li-

braries, and conventions that aim to simplify the task of creating complex and robust

robot behavior across a wide variety of robotic platforms. The distributed and mod-

ular nature of ROS encourages the integration of software modules developed by

researchers that work on different robotics topics that, this time, becomes faster and

easier. Given that the idea is using the force/tactile sensor with heterogenous robotics

system a sensor driver compliant with the ROS specificationshas been developed

following the same software requirements using in the design of the C++ Sensor Li-

brary described before. Figure 7.8 reports a schematization of the ROS nodes net.

The ROS driver network consists of four nodes, dedicated to the data acquisition and

elaboration, and four ROS topics. The nodes involved in the data elaboration are:

• skin_serialis the main node that acquires the sensor data. It communicates

with the sensor through an USB interface: the data are transferred with a bau-

drate up to 921600 bps. The binary values of the sensor signals are properly

converted in 144 voltage signals and the latter are published in the raw_data

topic with a maximum frequency of 150 Hz. A reorganization ofthe data in a

12×12 matrix allows to obtain a distributed map of the pressure applied on the
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Figure 7.6: Skin Class diagrams: Windows O.S. version.
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Figure 7.7: Skin Class diagrams: Linux O.S. version.
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Figure 7.8: Scheme of the ROS nodes.

sensor surface.

• skin_module_forceelaborates the data, which are provided to theraw_data

topic from the previous node, the contact forces acting on each tactile sensor

module. The 36 forces, expressed in Newton (N), are sent to themodule_force

topic. The node needs a set of calibration parameters that depend on the type of

the tactile sensor (rigid or flexible) and on the type of the calibration procedure

preliminarily carried out (fine or not fine). The informationcan be passed to

the node with input parameters during the starting phase as described below.

• skin_net_forceprocesses the data acquired from themodule_forcetopic and

it provides information about the net forces acting on one ormore compact

regions on the sensor surface. The data are saved in thenet_forcetopic.

• skin_gestures_recognitionnode provides information about the touch gestures

applied on the tactile sensor surface. It requires as input parameter the iden-

tifier of the algorithm to use for the recognition process. The two algorithms

described in Section 4 have been implemented. The first one exploits the data

provided by theraw_datatopic and it uses a map-based recognition algorithm.

The second one uses data acquired from bothmodule_forceandnet_forcetop-

ics and it used an algorithm based on the force contact point.The recognized

gesture is communicated through thegestures_recognitiontopic.

It is possible to start the ROS nodes with the ROS commandrosrun specifying the

node input parameters in order to set specific user requests for the sensor data elabo-

ration:

• rosrun skin_driver skin_seral

• rosrun skin_driver skin_module_force skin_type calibration_type

with skin_typeequal torigid/flexandcalibration_typeequal tonot_fine/fine
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• rosrun skin_driver skin_net_force skin_type calibration_type

with skin_typeequal torigid/flexandcalibration_typeequal tonot_fine/fine

• rosrun skin_driver skin_gestures_recognition algorithm

with algorithmequal toimg_based/cp_based

For completeness, a schematization of the ROS topics involved in the driver network

and of the message types exchanged in the ROS net is reported in Table 7.1: each

row shows a topic and the corresponding message structure. Moreover, an example

of a ROS node is reported in Appendix B. The code corresponds to theskin_serial

node. A serial port is defined and the communication speed is set to the maximum

baud rate achievable by the USB interface and compatible with the VirtualCom Port

specifications, e.g., 921600 bps. The node starts to acquirea set of samples in order

to compute the sensor signal offsets. Then, a message is filled with the data acquired

from the sensor and it is published as theraw_datatopic.

7.2 The sensor on the KUKA LWR4+ at PRISMALab

The KUKA LWR 4+ provided by the PRISMALab exploits the Fast Research Inter-

face (FRI) Library, developed by the University of Stanford, to communicate with a

control PC and/or third part devices, i.e., F/T sensor. The library intends to provide

a simple user interface to the KUKA Light-Weight Robot IV andhides all commu-

nication and set-up issues behind interface. It is only an interface and it does not

contain any control functionalities. It allows accessing to different controller inter-

faces of the KUKA system, e.g., joint position controller, cartesian impedance con-

troller and gravity compensation controller. The FRI Library runs on a remote PC

that is connected to the KRC (KUKA Robot Controller) via an Ethernet connection.

In intervals of 1 to 100 ms, UDP packages are periodically sent from the KRC unit

to the remote host. These packages contain a complete set of robot control and status

data, e.g., joint positions, joint torques, drive FRIDriveTemperatures (see FRI docu-

mentation [112] for more details). The remote host (e.g., with QNX Neutrino RTOS)

instantaneously send a reply message after the reception ofeach package. The reply

message contains input data for the applied controllers, e.g., joint position set-points,

joint stiffness set-points. In this way, the users become able to set-upown control

architectures and/or application-specific controllers for the light-weight arm as it is

often desired at research institutions.

Since a PC has to be used to run the FRI Library, the idea was to use the PC itself
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Table 7.1: Schematization of ROS sensor driver topics and message types.

Topic name Message structure Description

raw_data Header header Message Header
float32[144] data A 144 elements vector that

contains the tactile sensor
signals

module_force Header header Message Header
float32[36] fx Three 36 elements vectors that

contain the x-,y-,z-components
of the module forces

float32[36] fy
float32[36] fz

net_force Header header Message Header
float32[36] net_fx Three 36 elements vectors that

contain the x-,y-,z-components
of the net forces

float32[36] net_fy
float32[36] net_fz
float32[36] contact_points_x Six 36 elements vectors that

contain the position and
orientation (in terms of XYZ
Euler angle) of the frame in
which the contact point of each
estimated net force is expressed.
They are expressed w.r.t. the
sensor frame

float32[36] contact_points_y
float32[36] contact_points_z
float32[36] contact_points_rx
float32[36] contact_points_ry
float32[36] contact_points_rz

int32 num_contacts The number of the estimated net
forces

gestures_recognition Header header Message Header
int32 recognized_gesture An identifier of the recognized

gesture

to host also the software library needed to communicate withthe force/tactile sensor.

Ideally, a minimal system architecture should consist of a host PC interfaced with the

force/tactile sensor, through the C++ Sensor Library described in Section 7.1.1, and

with the robot cabinet, through an Ethernet connection and the FRI Library. How-

ever, to properly work, the FRI Library requires to run on an Ubuntu 32-bit version

that is incompatible with the VirtualCOM Port driver used tocommunicate with the

force/tactile sensor. For the cited reasons, an alternative system architecture has been

considered and implemented. It makes use of two PC. The first PC hosts an Ubuntu

64-bit version and it is used to communicate with the force/tactile sensor through the

C++ Sensor Library. The second one is used to execute the robot control algorithm

and to send the joint commands to the robot through the FRI Library. The to PCs

are connected together with an Ethernet switch. Figure 7.9 shows a schematization
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of the minimal system architecture and of the architecture successfully tested in this

specific case. In this configuration the force/tactile sensor is used to perform several

experiments that are described in the following.

7.2.1 KUKA LWR4+ D-H table

In order to develop a positioning algorithm and to compute the direct and inverse

kinematics of the robot a kinematic model of the KUKA LWR4+ in term of Denavit-

Hartenberg (D-H) table, is required. With reference to Fig.7.10, the D-H parameters

are reported in Tab. 7.2. Moreover, ifΣb andΣe are the base frame and the end-

effector frame, respectively, the following homogeneous matrix have to be consid-

ered:

Tb
1 =



1 0 0 0

0 1 0 0

0 0 1 db
1

0 0 0 1


,T7

e =



1 0 0 0

0 1 0 0

0 0 1 d7
e

0 0 0 1


, (7.1)

wheredb
1 = 0.3105 m andd7

e = 0.078 m. In the considered D-H convention the joint

frame are all right-handed, while in the KUKA convention theframes 4 and 6 are

left-handed. So, the relations between the KUKA conventionand the D-H conven-

tion are:

qD−H
1 = qKUKA

1

qD−H
2 = qKUKA

2

qD−H
3 = qKUKA

3

qD−H
4 = −qKUKA

4

qD−H
5 = qKUKA

5

qD−H
6 = −qKUKA

6

qD−H
7 = qKUKA

7

Similarly, the joint velocities and accelerations are:

q̇D−H
1 = q̇KUKA

1

q̇D−H
2 = q̇KUKA

2

q̇D−H
3 = q̇KUKA

3

q̇D−H
4 = −q̇KUKA

4

q̇D−H
5 = q̇KUKA

5

q̇D−H
6 = −q̇KUKA

6

q̇D−H
7 = q̇KUKA

7

q̈D−H
1 = q̈KUKA

1
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(a) Minimal system architecture.

(b) Implemented system architecture.

Figure 7.9: System architecture adopted for KUKA LWR4+ at PRISMALab.
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Figure 7.10: KUKA LWR4+mechanical scheme.

N. Joint αi ai [mm] di [mm] θi

1 π/2 0 0 q1

2 −π/2 0 0 q2

3 π/2 0 0.4 q3

4 −π/2 0 0 q4

5 π/2 0 0.39 q5

6 −π/2 0 0 q6

7 0 0 0 q7

Table 7.2: KUKA LWR4+ D-H table.

q̈D−H
2 = q̈KUKA

2

q̈D−H
3 = q̈KUKA

3

q̈D−H
4 = −q̈KUKA

4

q̈D−H
5 = q̈KUKA

5

q̈D−H
6 = −q̈KUKA

6

q̈D−H
7 = q̈KUKA

7

7.2.2 Experiments

The aim of this section is to show how the sensor can be used to recognize simultane-

ously intentional and unintentional contacts and how the robot can be used in different

way exploiting the information on the contact force on the basis of the control law

described in Section 6.
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A conformable force/tactile sensor patch is installed on the third link of the

KUKA LWR4+ (see Fig. 7.1(a)) as described in Sec. 3.2. With this choice the num-

ber of joints from the base to the contact point is enough to move the contact point

along any direction of the Cartesian space. The sensor is connected to an acquisition

board with a flat cable. The acquisition board chosen to digitize the sensor voltages is

the STM32F3 Discovery board based on a STM32F303 ARM Cortex-M4 microcon-

troller. Given the system architecture reported in 7.9(b),the acquisition board sends

over an USB connection the acquired raw data to a HostPC, at a sampling frequency

rate of 150 Hz, on which the C++ Sensor Library is running. The latter is able to pro-

vide, on the basis of the sensor voltages, the estimated force vectors applied to the 36

skin sensing modules and the contact point(s). The information, then, are sent via an

UDP socket to a second PC used to compute the control algorithm. To work properly,

the KUKA controller requires that the commanded joint positions values have to be

updated with a rate of at least 500 Hz. So, a different thread is used to asynchronously

acquire the sensor data. The second host is interfaced with the KUKA LWR4 robot

with the KUKA FRI Library.

The forcefb measured with the sensor and used in the control (and in particular

in (6.2) written withc = b) is defined as the net force acting on the whole contact

surface of the sensor patch, computed as

fb = Rs

36∑

i=1

f s
i

Rs = R j R
j
s

(7.2)

where f s
i is the force measured by thei−th sensor sensing module as defined in

Sec. 2.6.1,R j
s is the rotation matrix that expresses the orientation of thesensor frame

w.r.t. the robotj-th link andR j is the rotation matrix ofj-th link w.r.t. the robot base

frame. The control parameters have been selected by choosing in equation 6.2 the

scalar matrices:Me = meI3, De = deI3, Mb = mbI3, Db = dbI3. With this choice

the response times for the end effector and the body control points are proportional

to me/de andmb/db, respectively, while the magnitudes of the repulsive accelerations

are proportional to 1/de and 1/db, respectively. In the experiments the following

values have been selected:me = 25 kg, de = 6 Ns/m, mb = 0.5 kg, db = 2 Ns/m,

kp = 50 s−2 andkd = 10 s−1. This choice ensures a well damped response for both

contact points with a quicker reaction time for the body control point.
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7.2.2.1 First experiment

The objective of the first experiment is to show how the sensorcan be used to in-

tentionally interact with the robot and to safely react to unintentional contacts at the

same time. With this aim, the control law reported in (6.1) has been implemented. In

particular, the robot is programmed to follow, as primary task, a periodic trajectory at

the end effector. Figure 7.11(a) reports the desired trajectory at theend effector that

corresponds to a horizontal line in the space. A threshold equal to 7 N has been fixed

for the force/tactile sensor. In the first 8 s, the primary task is correctlyexecuted with

a trajectory error near to zero (see Fig. 7.11(d)), while no contacts occur with the

sensor (see Fig. 7.11(b)). During the task execution, an intentional contact is applied

to the force/tactile sensor in order to reconfigure the robot in an elbow configuration

which is more comfortable for the user that has to act in the robot workspace. The

contact occurs between 8 s and 10 s and the detected force, reported in Fig. 7.11(b), is

below the established threshold. Thus, the desired motion in Fig. 7.11(c), computed

at the contact point, is projected in the null space of the first task, which is then pre-

served, as the low trajectory error demonstrates in Fig. 7.11(d). Figure 7.12(a) reports

the angles of joints 2, 3 and 4 that move the elbow. Given the initial joints configura-

tion (q2 > 0 andq4 < 0), the robot moves along the prescribed trajectory, in absence

of contacts, in the elbow-up configuration (first 8 s). By applying a proper force and

by exploiting the redundant DOFs, the user is able to safely move the robot from the

elbow-up (q3 > −1.57 rad) to the elbow-down (q3 < −1.57 rad), while the robot still

executes the main task (between 8 s and 10 s). Then, at 16 s, a second contact occurs

and this time the force exceeds the threshold. Hence, the robot controller interprets

the force as an unintended collision, and it imposes to the collision point a motion

in the Cartesian direction of the collision force, to preserve the safety of the human.

From this instant of time, the primary task is abandoned and when the contact force

falls to zero, the robot stops (see last 9 s). Obviously, the robot could be programmed

to resume the interrupted operation as soon as the contact isno longer detected. To

assess the safety of the reflex motion, besides the directionof the motion that has

been already shown coherent with the applied force, the reaction time of the whole

system has been estimated. Figure 7.12(b) reports on the same plot a zoom view,

around 16 s, of the measured net force magnitude and the velocity component along

y axis, that is the main direction of motion of the collision point. The time that the

velocity needs to change its sign, in which the robot reacts to the collision escaping

from the contact area, is approximately 89 ms, meaning that only a limited amount of

energy is transferred to the human during the unexpected contact. It is evident how
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(a) Desired end-effector trajectory.
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(b) Collision force components measured with the force/tactile sensor.
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(c) Velocity of the collision point.
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(d) Error on the end-effector trajectory.

Figure 7.11: KUKA LWR4+ - first experiment.
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Figure 7.12: KUKA LWR4+ - first experiment: elbow reconfiguration and response
time after a collision.

with the good sensibility of the sensor in the estimation of the three force compo-

nents and with high mechanical robustness, the skin can be used at the same time to

reconfigure the robot in a fine and precise way and to escape in case of dangerous

situations due to unintentional collision.

7.2.2.2 Second experiment

With the second experiment, the force/tactile sensor is used in a manual guidance

task. The objective is to show how the high accuracy of the force estimation of the

sensor allows to use the sensor in the same way a commercial F/T sensor is usually

adopted when mounted on the robot wrist, with the advantage that the skin patch can

be mounted in different parts of the robot structure. In this case, the task priority is not

fixed and the contact force is below the force threshold during the whole experiment.

In particular, as discussed in Sec. 6, the control law has been implemented in such a

way that the priority of the two tasks is defined by the operator on the basis of the

first point touched. The commercial sensor installed on the wrist to implement the
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proposed experiment is an ATI Mini45 F/T sensor. In both possible contact points,

the desired position is computed by the admittance equation(6.2). In particular, the

desired position of the end effector is computed by using the ATI sensor, while the

position of the body point is computed on the basis of the dataprovided by the sensor

skin. Two different case studies will be analyzed in order to show the robotbehavior

when the task priority changes, and the sensor used to managethe primary tasks

switches, accordingly, from the commercial one to the skin sensor proposed in this

paper.

Case study I The first case study illustrates the behavior of the robot when the

operator first touches the end effector. In this case the desired position of the end

effector constitutes the main task. The results are reported inFig. 7.13. By observing

Figs. 7.13(a) and 7.13(b) the end effector moves according to the forces exerted at the

tip, measured by the commercial sensor. When the operator touches the point on the

robot body (the force/tactile sensor), the exerted forces, represented in Fig. 7.13(c),

produce a motion in the null space of the main task. The velocities ṗb, reported in

Fig. 7.13(d), are composed by the motion allowed in the null space and the motion

produced by the main task. The forces applied to the pointpb (Fig. 7.13(c)) and the

velocities ṗe (Fig. 7.13(b)) clearly show that the secondary task does notaffect the

task with higher priority and that the motion takes place in adirection coherent with

the direction of the applied force. This makes the interaction with the robot very

intuitive, in contrast to a simple gravity compensation mode, that, by the way, could

be applied only with a steady end effector.

Case study II Figure 7.14 reports a similar analysis for the second case study. The

desired position of the body point is selected as the main task by first touching the

point pb on the force/tactile sensor. Figures 7.14(b), 7.14(c) and 7.14(d) show that the

velocities ṗe and ṗb are affected by the forcefb only. Instead, Figs. 7.14(a), 7.14(b)

and 7.14(c) show that the end-effector motion does not generate a contribution to the

velocity ṗb, while it is coherent with the direction of the applied force. It is evident

that in this second case the guidance of the robot, obtained by using the proposed

sensor, is qualitatively similar to the previous case study. This experiment demon-

strates that the sensibility and the accuracy of the proposed sensor, in the estimation

of all contact force components, are high enough to use the sensor for intuitive guid-

ance and programming of a robot also when the necessary measured forces are below

1 N, with the advantage that the force/tactile sensor can be conformed to be easily
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(a) Force components measured with the ATI F/T sensor.
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(b) Velocity in Cartesian space of the end effector.
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(c) Force components measured with the force/tactile sensor.
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(d) Velocity in Cartesian space of the body contact point.

Figure 7.13: KUKA LWR4+ - second experiment (case study I): all components are
expressed w.r.t. the robot base frame.
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mounted on different parts of the robot.

7.3 The sensor on the KUKA iiwa

The system architecture experimentally tested with the KUKA iiwa is quite simi-

lar to the one described in the previous section. KUKA iiwa uses the new Sun-

rise.Connectivity FRI library to establish a communication channel between the PC

that executes the control algorithm, developed in C++, and the Java-based controller.

It provides a simple and light C++ Object Oriented library that allows command-

ing the robot through a joint position interface. So, just trivial modification in the

software design has been enough to obtain a working system. In this specific case,

both the capacities of the force/tactile sensor to provide the contact force vector and

to work as HMI has been exploited to carry out a task of intuitive programming, in

the sense that the touch gestures recognized by the sensor have been used to send

different commands to the robot.

7.3.1 KUKA iiwa D-H table

The D-H parameters of the KUKA iiwa differ from the ones of the KUKA LWR4+

just for few arguments. They are reported in Tab. 7.3. This time, if Σb andΣe are

the base frame and the end-effector frame, respectively, the following homogeneous

matrix have to be considered:

Tb
1 =



1 0 0 0

0 1 0 0

0 0 1 db
1

0 0 0 1


,T7

e =



−1 0 0 0

0 −1 0 0

0 0 1 d7
e

0 0 0 1


, (7.3)

wheredb
1 = 0.34 m andd7

e = 0.126 m. In the considered D-H convention the joint

frame are all right-handed, while in the KUKA convention theframes 4 and 6 are

left-handed. So, the relations between the KUKA conventionand the D-H conven-

tion are:

qD−H
1 = qKUKA

1

qD−H
2 = qKUKA

2

qD−H
3 = qKUKA

3

qD−H
4 = −qKUKA

4

qD−H
5 = qKUKA

5
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(a) Force components measured with the ATI F/T sensor.
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(b) Velocity in Cartesian space of the end effector.
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(c) Force components measured with the force/tactile sensor.
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(d) Velocity in Cartesian space of the body contact point.

Figure 7.14: KUKA LWR4+ - second experiment (case study II): all components are
expressed w.r.t. the robot base frame.
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N. Joint αi ai [m] di [m] θi

1 π/2 0 0 q1

2 −π/2 0 0 q2

3 π/2 0 0.4 q3

4 −π/2 0 0 q4

5 π/2 0 0.4 q5

6 −π/2 0 0 q6

7 0 0 0 q7

Table 7.3: KUKA iiwa D-H table.

qD−H
6 = −qKUKA

6
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7 = qKUKA

7

Similarly, the joint velocities and accelerations are:

q̇D−H
1 = q̇KUKA
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7.3.2 Experiment

The aim of this section is to show how the force vector estimated by the force/tactile

sensor can be used to move the robot in a desired position by exploiting the Admit-

tance control described in Sec. 6 for a manual guidance task while, simultaneously,

the sensor can be used as HMI sending to the robot some commands through touch

gestures. By combining the two sensor information it is possible to execute more

complex robotics task, e.g., a task of intuitive programming.
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As in Section 7.2.2 a conformable sensor patch is installed on the third link of the

KUKA iiwa (see Fig. 7.1(c)). A system architecture similar to that of the previous

case is considered. So, the sensor acquisition board sends over an USB connection the

raw data at a sampling frequency rate of 150 Hz to a HostPC running the C++ Sensor

Library. The information, then, are sent via an UDP socket toa second PC used to

compute the control algorithm. The computed joint commandsare sent through the

Sunrise.Connectivity FRI Library to the KUKA iiwa controller with a rate of 100 Hz.

An ATI F/T Sensor Mini45 is installed on the robot end effector. For the experiment

presented below the following values have been selected:me = 15 kg,de = 8 Ns/m,

mb = 0.5 kg,db = 2 Ns/m, kp = 50 s−2 andkd = 10 s−1.

7.3.2.1 Experimental results

The objective of this experiment is to show how the force/tactile sensor can be si-

multaneously used to intentionally interact with the robotand to communicate with

the robot itself through touch gestures (HMI) in a task of intuitive programming. As

shown in the previous KUKA case, the high accuracy of the force estimation of the

sensor allows to use it in the same way the ATI F/T Sensor Mini45 is used on the

robot wrist. The idea is using the F/T Sensor installed on the robot wrist to move

the robot end effector in order to reach some desired positions in the Cartesian space.

The operator is able to communicate to the robotics system tosave those positions

by tracing a touch gesture on the force/tactile sensor in order to define a trajectory.

The control law described in Sec. 6 has been again consideredand it has been imple-

mented in such a way that the position of the robot end effector represents the primary

task, while the joint accelerations related to the intentional contacts exercised on the

robot body point are projected in the null-space of the primary task. In particular,

the desired position of the end effector is computed by using the ATI sensor, while

the position of the body point is computed on the basis of the data provided by the

force/tactile sensor.

Figure 7.15 reports the results of the experiment. At the beginning of the task

execution, an intentional contact is applied to the force/tactile sensor in order to re-

configure the robot in an elbow configuration which is more comfortable for the user

that has to trace touch gestures in order to communicate withthe robotics system. The

contact occurs between 8 s and 10 s and the detected force is reported in Fig. 7.15(c).

Thus, the desired motion in Fig. 7.15(d), computed at the contact point, is projected

in the null space of the primary task. By applying a force to the sensing module

placed in the bottom-right corner of the sensor it is possible to switch between the
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(a) Force components measured with the ATI F/T sensor.
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(b) Velocity in Cartesian space of the end effector.
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(c) Force components measured with the force/tactile sensor.
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(d) Velocity in Cartesian space of the body contact point.

Figure 7.15: KUKA iiwa - experimental results: all components are expressed w.r.t.
the robot base frame.
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gesture recognitionmodality and themanual guidancemodality (Fig. 7.16(a)). In the

first 55 s the ATI F/T Sensor is used to move the robot end effector in three different

positions of the Cartesian space. The operator communicated to the robot the begin-

ning of the learning process with thediagonal touch gesture (Fig. 7.16(b)). Once a

desired position is reached, the operator communicates to the robot to save its con-

figuration by tracing anhorizontal lineas touch gesture on the force/tactile sensor

(Fig. 7.16(c)). Finally, by tracing thenumber 1as touch gesture (Fig. 7.16(d)) the

operator starts the automatic execution of the trajectory saved in the first part of the

experiment as shown in last 40 s of Fig. 7.15.

7.4 The sensor on ROS-based platforms: YASKAWA SIA5F

and KUKA LWR4 +

The choice of the specific integration systems considered inthe previous sections are

subject to the particular communication interface provided by the robotics systems.

The adopted architectures are not flexibly enough to be used in other robotics sys-

tems, thus, more or less trivial modifications have to be madein order to adapt them

to other platforms and communication interfaces. In general, this is a know issue re-

lated to all complex systems obtained by integrating works carried out by individual

research groups that work autonomously on different topics. As described in Sec-

tion 7.1.2 the ROS framework has been developed in the last years trying to make

easer and faster the integration of heterogeneous roboticssystems and parts. The

developed ROS-based driver allow us using the force/tactile sensor with ROS-based

robotics platforms in an intuitive and fast way introducingvery poor modifications to

the robot control software. In this section, the integration of the developed sensor in

two ROS-based robotics platforms is described.

The first platform makes use of an industrial robot manipulator, e.g., the YASKA-

WA SIA5F. The interface provided with this specific roboticssystem includes a ROS

communication interface that manages the command signals and guarantees a reliable

access to the robot control unit through the ROS-IndustrialSW stack. ROS-Industrial

is an open-source project that extends the advanced capabilities of ROS software to

manufacturing. Figure 7.17(a) shows the SW architecture used with the YASKAWA

platform. The entire ROS net is executed on a single host PC connected to the force/-

tactile sensor (USB interface) and to the robot controller (Ethernet interface). The

control_nodecomputes the joint positions on the basis of the forces acquired from

themodule_forceandnet_forcetopics following the admittance control law described
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(a) Switching between thegesture recognitionmodality and the
manual guidancemodality.

(b) Starting the learning process.

(c) Learning of an end effector positions.

(d) Entering in theautomaticmodality.

Figure 7.16: KUKA iiwa - experimental results: learning process.
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(a) SW architecture for YASKAWA SIA5F.

(b) SW architecture for KUKA LWR4+.

Figure 7.17: SW architecture adopted for ROS-based platforms.

in Sec. 6.1, and then it sends them to the ROS-Industrial SW stack.

The second platform uses the KUKA LWR4+ gently provided by TUM and

Fig. 7.17(b) shows the SW architecture. Again, the ROS net isexecuted on a single

host PC connected to the force/tactile sensor and to the robot controller. No modifi-

cations have been applied to the software layer used to communicate with the sensor.

The only part changed in the system is the robot communication interface that, this

time, consists of a KUKA FRI ROS wrapper developed by TUM.

As expected the use of a ROS-based sensor driver allows to make easier the in-

tegration with any robotics systems that use the ROS framework which requires only

trivial adjustments to the interface used to communicate with the robot.

7.4.1 YASKAWA SIA5F D-H table

In this Section, the D-H table of the YASKAWA SIA5F is reported. With reference

to Fig. 7.18, the D-H parameters are reported in Tab. 7.4. Therelations between the
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N. Joint αi ai [mm] di [mm] θi

1 −π/2 0 0 q1

2 π/2 0 0 q2

3 π/2 85 270 q3

4 π/2 60 0 q4

5 −π/2 0 270 q5

6 π/2 0 0 q6

7 0 0 148 q7

Table 7.4: YASKAWA SIA5F D-H table.

YASKAWA convention and the D-H convention are:qD−H
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1
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Figure 7.18: YASKAWA SIA5F mechanical scheme.
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CHAPTER8
Conclusions and future works

In this thesis the design and the development of a distributed force/tactile sensor

has been described and its tests and usages in physical Human-Robot Interaction

applications have been presented. The sensor is constituted by independent sensing

modules, able to estimate both normal and shear contact force components. The idea

behind the sensor, i.e., adopting four four optoelectroniccouples (constituted by an

infrared Light Emitting Diodes and a Photo-Detectors) covered by a silicone layer

that transduces the external force in a mechanical deformation, represents an optimal

choice to obtain a small sensing module able to reconstruct the contact force vector.

The latter is estimated as a suitable combination of the fourvoltage signals measured

by the four receivers. In particular, two estimation techniques have been presented,

the first one based on a linear calibration model, and the second one based on an

ANN. As shown the algorithms guarantee a high estimation accuracy for both the

normal and shear components of the force vector. A complete prototype, with a 6× 6

matrix of sensing modules, has been realized, characterized and tested. The algorithm

used to discriminate multiple contact areas and to estimatethe force resultants for

each contact area has been described and analyzed.

The sensor, firstly developed in rigid PCB technology, has been re-designed and

manufactured in flex PCB technology in order to guarantee mechanical compliant

and conformability to curved surfaces, such as robot arms. Guidelines for the in-

stallation of the sensor on a generic robotics system are provided. The sensor has

been successfully installed on few redundant manipulatorsof different brands, i.e.,

KUKA and YASKAWA, and, through the definition of proper system architectures

and sensor drivers, it has been exploited in applications ofsafe physical Human-

Robot Interaction, where contact forces over large distributed areas can occur. So,

two software drivers has been developed in order to provide to a generic robotic sys-

tem information such as pressure map, contact forces and contact points. Moreover,
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three algorithms that allow the use of the sensor as Human-Machine Interface and,

then, the recognition of the touch gestures traced on the sensor surface have been

designed and implemented. The three algorithms have been assessed in order to eval-

uate the recognition rate with several tests performed by 20different performers. By

adopting the classic formulation of the admittance control, the sensor has been used

in manual guidance, intuitive programming, collision avoidance and reaction tasks.

An analysis on the control algorithm stability has been proposed and discussed. The

reliability and the robustness of the developed sensor as well as the effectiveness of

the proposed method and technology have been showed and demonstrated thought

several experiments carried out also in collaboration withPRISMALab of Università

di Napoli Federico II and with the DHRI laboratory of TUM.

The described distributed force/tactile sensor results to be a good solution for

those applications that require a high accuracy in the forcevector estimation, e.g.,

manual guidance, and it has been shown that the sensor is robust enough to be adopted

also in applications where a distributed contact, due to an unintentional collision,

occurs.

Future works will be focused on finding new methods and technologies able to

speed up the soldering process of the optoelectronic components. Smaller compo-

nents that include in the same package both the emitter and the receiver could permit

the use of automatic processes for the components placementand soldering, e.g.,

robotized pick and place, as well as they could allow an improvement of the force

estimation accuracy and a reduction of time needed for the calibration procedure.

Obviously, an interesting challenge will be the development of a new prototype with

higher dimensions. In this terms, a new technique will be studied for interconnecting

several prototypes together trying to adopt an event-basedinterrogation strategy in

order to improve the sensor acquisition frequency. Moreover, the use of MEMS sen-

sors, e.g., 3 axis accelerometers, for developing of a spatial self-calibration algorithm

will be investigated.
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APPENDIXA
C++ Sensor Library

Library methods

Skin

Input parameters:

• skin_type: integer value. It can be equal to RIGID_SKIN (0) or CONFORMABLE_-

SKIN (1)

• calibration_method: integer value. It can be equal to NOT_FINE_CALIBRATION

(0) or FINE_CALIBRATION (1)

• gesture_type: integer value. It can be equal to GESTURE_OFF (0), GES-

TURE_IMG (1) or GESTURE_CP (2)

• ip: char pointer. The IP address of the destination PC

• port: integer value. The Port of the destination application

Output parameters:

• void

Description: Class constructor. It properly initializes the support variables, it loads

the calibration matrix, the pose of the reference frame of the sensing modules from

files, it initializes the gesture recognition modality by setting the selected algorithm

and it initializes the communication socket.

setCOM

Input parameters:
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• port: char pointer. The name of the COM port

Output parameters:

• void

Description: it sets the COM port.

connect

Input parameters:

• void

Output parameters:

• void

Description: it connects the application to the COM port selected with thesetCOM

method.

disconnect

Input parameters:

• void

Output parameters:

• void

Description: it closes the serial connection.

getNormalizationMatrix

Input parameters:

• void

Output parameters:

• void

Description: it reads the normalization parameters from the file. The method is called

by the Class constructor only if the NOT_FINE_CALIBRATION method is used.
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update

Input parameters:

• void

Output parameters:

• void

Description: it reads the raw data from the sensor. By calling thegetForcesand

getResultantForcesit obtains the forces applied to the sensing modules and to the

compact(s) and sends them through the UDP socket initialized by the Class construc-

tor.

removeOffset

Input parameters:

• numSamples: integer value. The number of samples to use for the signal offsets

computation

Output parameters:

• void

Description: it computes the voltages offset. To estimate properly the applied forces,

it must be called before anyupdateoperation.

getForces

Input parameters:

• fx: 6 × 6 float matrix. The variable returned by the function that contains the

x-component of the forces applied to the 36 sensing elements

• fy: 6 × 6 float matrix. The variable returned by the function that contains the

y-component of the forces applied to the 36 sensing elements

• fz: 6 × 6 float matrix. The variable returned by the function that contains the

z-component of the forces applied to the 36 sensing elements

• V: 12× 12 float matrix. It contains the 144 voltage signals of the sensor orga-

nized in a 12× 12 matrix
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Output parameters:

• void

Description: it computes the forces applied to the 36 sensing elements on the basis of

the voltages signals contained in the input parameterV. Returns the three components

of the applied forces through the variablesfx, fy andfz.

findCompact

Input parameters:

• y_comp: vector of 36 integer elements. The variable returned by thefunction

that contains the row indexes of the sensing modules in the found compact

• x_comp: vector of 36 integer elements. The variable returned by thefunction

that contains the column indexes of the sensing modules in the found compact

• index: integer pointer. The variable returned by the function that contains the

number of the sensing elements included in the found compact

• Mret: 6× 6 integer matrix. The variable returned by the function thatcontains

the updated status of the analyzed sensor

• M: 6× 6 integer matrix. It contains the status of the sensor to be analyzed. The

i, j matrix element is set to 1 if the magnitude of the force applied to thei, j

sensing module is greater than a threshold

• xi: integer value. The initial index of the column from which tostart the anal-

ysis of the compact

• yi: integer value. The initial index of the row from which to start the analysis

of the compact

Output parameters:

• void

Description: starting from the sensing module corresponding to the initial indexxi

andyi, it analyzes the matrixM in order to find a compact. It is recursively called by

thegetResultantForcesmethod if a RIGID_SKIN is selected.
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getResultantForces

Input parameters:

• Fx: vector of 36 float elements. The variable returned by the function that

contains the x-component of the net force(s) applied to the found compact(s)

• Fy: vector of 36 float elements. The variable returned by the function that

contains the y-component of the net force(s) applied to the found compact(s)

• Fz: vector of 36 float elements. The variable returned by the function that

contains the z-component of the net force(s) applied to the found compact(s)

• contactPoints: a 36× 6 matrix of float elements. The variable returned by

the function that contains thex, y, z-coordinate of the contact point(s) in the

first three columns and theφ, θ, ψ-angles (expressed in the XYZ Euler angles

representation) of the reference frame related to the contact point(s)

• numContacts: integer pointer. An output variable containing the numberof the

detected contact regions

• fx: 6× 6 float matrix. It contains the x-component of the forces applied to the

36 sensing elements

• fy: 6× 6 float matrix. It contains the y-component of the forces applied to the

36 sensing elements

• fz: 6× 6 float matrix. It contains the z-component of the forces applied to the

36 sensing elements

Output parameters:

• void

Description: it computes the net forces applied to the compact(s) found through the

findCompactmethod on the basis of the forces applied to each sensing modules of

the skin sensor. Returns the three components of the computed net forces through

the variablesFx, Fy andFz, the information about the reference frame of the contact

regions and the number of the detected contact regions.
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APPENDIXB
Example of a ROS sensor driver

node

1 # in c l u d e < s t d l i b . h>

2 # in c l u d e < i os t ream>

3 # in c l u d e < f s t r eam>

4 # in c l u d e < f c n t l . h>

5 # in c l u d e < s t d i o . h>

6 # in c l u d e < s t r i n g . h>

7 # in c l u d e <ss t ream>

8 # in c l u d e < f c n t l . h>

9 # in c l u d e <e r r n o . h>

10 # in c l u d e < t e r m i o s . h>

11 # in c l u d e <u n i s t d . h>

12 # in c l u d e <sys/ t y p e s . h>

13 # in c l u d e <sys/ i p c . h>

14 # in c l u d e <sys/ shm . h>

15 # in c l u d e <math . h>

16

17 # in c l u d e "ros/ros.h"

18 # in c l u d e "std_msgs/String.h"

19 # in c l u d e < s k i n _ d r i v e r/ raw_data . h>

20

21 # d e f i n e TRANSD_CONST 3 . 3/4 0 9 5 . 0

22

23 us ing namespace s t d;

24

25 i n t main( i n t argc , char ** argv)

26 {

27 / * S e r i a l v a r i a b l e s .* /

28 i n t fd , wr , h igh = 0 , low = 0 ;

29 s t r u c t t e r m i o s o p t i o n s;
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30 f l o a t vo l t age , pressureMap[ 1 2 ] [ 1 2 ] , o f f se tMap[ 1 2 ] [ 1 2 ] ;

31

32 / * Message v a r i a b l e s .* /

33 s k i n _ d r i v e r: : raw_data msg;

34

35 / * ROS node i n i t i a l i z a t i o n .* /

36 r o s : : i n i t ( argc , argv , "skin_serial " ) ;

37 r o s : : NodeHandle n;

38

39 / * P u b l i s h e r .* /

40 r o s : : P u b l i s h e r raw_data_pub=

n . a d v e r t i s e< s k i n _ d r i v e r: : raw_data>("raw_data" , 100) ;

41

42 r o s : : Rate l o o p _ r a t e(150) ; / * 150 Hz * /

43

44 fd = open( "/dev/ttyACM0" , O_RDWR | O_NOCTTY | O_NDELAY) ;

45

46 i f ( fd == −1) {

47 cou t << "Error: connnection failed\r\n" ;

48 }

49 e l s e {

50 f c n t l ( fd , F_SETFL, 0) ;

51 t c g e t a t t r( fd , & o p t i o n s) ;

52 c f s e t i s p e e d(& op t i ons , B921600) ;

53 c f s e t o s p e e d(& op t i ons , B921600) ;

54 o p t i o n s. c _ c f l a g |= (CLOCAL | CREAD) ;

55 t c s e t a t t r( fd , TCSANOW, & o p t i o n s) ;

56 s l e e p( 2 ) ;

57 t c f l u s h ( fd , TCIOFLUSH) ;

58 cou t << "Connection successful \r\n" ;

59 }

60

61 / * Computing v o l t a g e s o f f s e t .* /

62 f o r ( i n t i = 0 ; i < 12 ; i ++) {

63 f o r ( i n t j = 0 ; j < 12 ; j ++) {

64 o f f se tMap[ i ] [ j ] = 0 . 0 ;

65 }

66 }

67

68 / * USB data a c q u i s i t i o n .* /

69 f o r ( i n t i = 0 ; i < 100; i ++) {

70 wr=w r i t e ( fd , "a" , 1 ) ;

71

72 i f ( wr == 1) {
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73 f o r ( i n t i = 0 ; i < 72 ; i ++) {

74 r ead( fd , &low , 1) ;

75 r ead( fd , &high , 1) ;

76

77 v o l t a g e = ( ( f l o a t ) ( low + ( h igh << 8) ) ) *
TRANSD_CONST;

78 o f f se tMap[ ( i / 2 )%2 + ( 4* ( i / 4 ) ) %12][ i %2 + 2* ( i /1 2 ) ]

+= v o l t a g e;

79 }

80 f o r ( i n t i = 0 ; i < 72 ; i ++) {

81 r ead( fd , &low , 1) ;

82 r ead( fd , &high , 1) ;

83

84 v o l t a g e = ( ( f l o a t ) ( low + ( h igh << 8) ) ) *
TRANSD_CONST;

85 o f f se tMap[2 + ( i / 2 )%2 + ( 4* ( i / 4 ) ) %12][ i %2 +

2* ( i /1 2 ) ] += v o l t a g e;

86 }

87 }

88 }

89

90 f o r ( i n t i = 0 ; i < 12 ; i ++) {

91 f o r ( i n t j = 0 ; j < 12 ; j ++) {

92 o f f se tMap[ i ] [ j ] = o f f se tMap[ i ] [ j ] / 1 0 0 ;

93 }

94 }

95 cou t << "Offset removed." << end l << "Skin sensor raw data

acquisition ." ;

96 f f l u s h ( s t d o u t) ;

97

98 whi le ( r o s : : ok ( ) ) {

99 / * USB data a c q u i s i t i o n .* /

100 wr=w r i t e ( fd , "a" , 1 ) ;

101 i f ( wr == 1) {

102 f o r ( i n t i = 0 ; i < 72 ; i ++) {

103 r ead( fd , &low , 1) ;

104 r ead( fd , &high , 1) ;

105

106 v o l t a g e = ( ( f l o a t ) ( low + ( h igh << 8) ) ) *
TRANSD_CONST;

107 pressureMap[ ( i / 2 )%2 + ( 4* ( i / 4 ) ) %12][ i %2 + 2* ( i /1 2 ) ]

= v o l t a g e;

108 }

109 f o r ( i n t i = 0 ; i < 72 ; i ++) {
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110 r ead( fd , &low , 1) ;

111 r ead( fd , &high , 1) ;

112

113 v o l t a g e = ( ( f l o a t ) ( low + ( h igh << 8) ) ) *
TRANSD_CONST;

114 pressureMap[2 + ( i / 2 )%2 + ( 4* ( i / 4 ) ) %12][ i %2 +

2* ( i /1 2 ) ] = v o l t a g e;

115 }

116

117 / * F i l l t h e message t o send .* /

118 f o r ( i n t i = 0 ; i < 12 ; i ++) {

119 f o r ( i n t j = 0 ; j < 12 ; j ++) {

120 msg. d a t a[ i * 12+ j ] = pressureMap[ i ] [ j ] −

o f f se tMap[ i ] [ j ] ;

121 }

122 }

123

124 msg. header. stamp = r o s : : Time : : now( ) ;

125 raw_data_pub. p u b l i s h( msg) ;

126 }

127

128 cou t << "." ;

129 f f l u s h ( s t d o u t) ;

130

131 l o o p _ r a t e. s l e e p( ) ;

132 }

133 cou t << end l ;

134 re tu rn 0 ;

135 }

126
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